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ABSTRACT
Research on short-wave teleconnection (SWT) patterns appeared much later and
less often compared to the planetary-scale waves. Recent studies show the SWT is
significant during the La Nina, but the impact of the SWT on the weather was not
explored yet. This study attempt to explore the impacts of the SWT on the weather
during the summer and boreal winter. The main results are: 1) During boreal summer,
anomalous shortwaves in the Arctic can reduce or increase the wator vapor transported
from tropics/midlatitude to the Arctic region, which has an impact on the wet/drought and
concurrency of wildfire in boreal forests; 2) During boreal winter, the cross-Pacific SWT
can fill/reduce the upper level trough place in the coast of the East Asia. It has an effect
in the storm genesis of East Aian. The flip of anomalous circulation can modulate the
esat-west distribution of storm activity in the middle path of the short wave train. In the
down stream of the SWT, the SWT can modulate the intensity of the blocking in the
northeast Pacific; it affects the occurrence of blizzard and cold air outbreak in North
America.
The problem of “midwinter suppression” has been reconized for two decades
without a full explanation. This study uses existing knowledge about the semiannual
cycle to explain the impact of the semiannual on “midwinter suppression”. The result
shows that the semiannual oscillation (SAO) mode is made not only from the dynamic
processes of the monthly-mean mode, but also by the feedback interaction from the
modulated transient activity. The feedback interaction of the modulated transient activity
affects not only the development of the SAO of the atmospheric circulation, but also the
SAO of divergent circulation and its hydrological cycle.

xiii
The proposed future works extended from this study are 1) the interaction
between Muchurian monsoons and wet/drought in the Arctic needs to be understood. The
interannual variation of wet/drought in the polar region might be caused by eastward
propagation of anomalous circulation in the polar region are need more studying. 2) The
winter time north Pacific short wave train is driven by the anomalous sea surface
temperature (SST) in the western Pacific, since this SST has decadal change, Pacific
Decadal Oscillation might be modulated by the short wave train. 3) Explore whether the
semiannual cyclone causes suppression on synoptic weather system in tropics and South
Hemisphere.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Climate is the statistics of the daily synoptic variation over a long time. The
impact of the atmospheric teleconnection on the daily weather is actually the statistical
results of the daily weather variation over a season. Compare these effects caused by the
teleconnection year by year, the interannual variation of the teleconnection will appear.
Since the late 19th century, the influence of atmospheric teleconnection patterns
on climate variability has attracted research attention. Hildebrandsson (1897) first
recognized an east-west seesaw in the southern Pacific pressure, which was later termed
the South Oscillation by Walker (1924). Bjerknes (1966, 1969) observed large-scale
anomalies during the International Geophysical Year and proposed a coupling of
observations between the ocean and atmosphere. In addition, Hann (1890) and Defant
(1924) discussed the temperature oscillation in the North Atlantic, and the temperature
seesaw between Greenland and Vienna. Later, Walker and Bliss (1932) suggested that
this seesaw is associated with the seesaw of pressure between Iceland and the Azores,
which they termed the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). In North America, the strong
correlation between sea-level pressure in the North Pacific and the North American
continent has been extensively documented (Allen et al. 1940; Namias 1951, 1978; Klein
1952, 1960, 1965; Dickson 1976, 1978). Wallace and Gutzler (1981) reviewed the works
documenting this strong correlation and named it the Pacific-North America (PNA)
oscillation. The seesaw of air masses between the Arctic and midlatitudes was reported in
several studies (Kutzbatch 1970; Trenberth and Paolino 1981; Wallace and Gutzler
1981), which recognized it as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) (Thompson and Wallace 1998,
2000). These studies laid the foundation for the study of global teleconnection patterns,
and these studies focused mainly on the perspective of planetary waves.
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Research on short-wave teleconnection (SWT) patterns appeared much later and
less often compared to the planetary-scale waves. Longuey-Higgins (1964, 1965) and
Hoskins et al. (1977) formulated the Rossby-Haurwitz wave describing the dynamics of
an ideal fluid on a rotating sphere, and based on this theory, Hoskins and Karoly (1981)
pointed out that a short-wave teleconnection should be meridionally trapped near 40°N
along the jet stream. Palmer and Mansfield (1984) used an atmospheric general
circulation model to show that a short-wave train can emanate from the tropical west
Pacific and propagate downstream along the North Pacific rim and across North America
reaching the Gulf of Mexico. The North Pacific short-wave train has been recognized in
recent years (e.g. Chen 2002). Branstator (2002) pointed out that a random disturbance
near the jet core can produce a zonally oriented chain of perturbations, while the jet
stream acts as a waveguide. Recently, Chen and Tsay (2011) found that short-wave
teleconnection (SWT) contributes more significantly than long-wave teleconnection to
the variation of anomalous circulation in the North Pacific Ocean during La Niña (cold)
winters.
Many studies have discussed the impact of the planetary-scale teleconnections on
the weather and climate. However, so far, few studies have dealt with the impact of shortwave teleconnection on the weather and climate. The study by Chen (2002) left some
unanswered questions about the impact of the short-wave teleconnection on the weather
on both sides of the North Pacific Ocean during the boreal winter. For the boreal summer,
Fukutomi et al. (2004) showed that precipitation, wet/dry conditions, and storm activity
anomalies over northern Eurasia were also highly related to the short-wave anomalous
pattern in northern Eurasia. This study will explore these unanswered questions regarding
the impacts caused by short-wave teleconnection in the boreal winter and summer.
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The other unsolved phenomenon related to climate and storm activity is the “midwinter suppression” in the North Pacific. Numerous publications have tried to understand
how the mid-winter suppression occurs in the past two decades since Nakamura (1992)
noticed it. The phenomenon comes with a modulation of the upper-level jet stream in the
North Pacific Ocean, and it happens only in the Pacific Ocean. The semiannual
oscillation of the circulation in the mid-latitude North Pacific has a varying center (Wikle
and Chen 1996). The impact of semiannual circulation to the “mid-winter suppression” is
explored in this study.
a. Impact of the short-wave teleconnection on the boreal summer weather and
climate.
For boreal summer, Nitta (1987) identified the Pacific–Japan pattern over the
western Pacific. Fukutomi et al. (2004) showed that precipitation, wet/dry conditions, and
storm activity anomalies over northern Eurasia were highly related to the short-wave
anomalous pattern in northern Eurasia. In the summer of 2010, a drought in central
Russia caused an immense forest fire. It cost Russia $300 billion dollars in forest loss.
The boreal forests cover approximately 11% (i.e., 6.4 million square miles) of the world’s
land surface area (http://www.borealforest.org/) but contribute 48.7% of timber-related
products (i.e., saw softwood, wood-based panels, wood pulp, paper, and paper board) in
the world (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2004). Thus, severe
forest fires in the boreal forest could have an impact on the global wood market. Also, it
has other effects on various ecosystems, contributes 15% of the world’s freshwater (Dai
et al. 2009), and stores 22% of all carbon on the earth's land surface. An improved
understanding of the climate causes of wildfires will be helpful for mitigation.
Warm, dry summers are the most active fire seasons (Flannigan and Harrington
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1988; Gill 1981; Lanoville and Mawdsley 1990). A low-humidity, dry cold season is also
highly related to the number of house fires (Yen and Chen 2004). Variations in these
meteorological variables (temperature, humidity) are actually associated with synoptic
conditions. Wildfires caused by synoptic strong, dry, low-level wind conditions have
been studied in the eastern half of the United States (Brotak and Reifsnyder, 1977) and
northeastern Japan (Kondo and Kuwagata 1992). Nash and Johnson (1996) observed that
the largest number of forest fires in Alberta and Saskatchewan occurred when highpressure systems dominated the weather pattern. Several studies (Schroeder 1964; Yarnal
1993; Takle et al. 1994) have shown that wildfires in the eastern United States were
caused by persistent high pressure and pre- and post-frontal areas associated with these
high-pressure centers.
These surface high-pressure centers were associated with upper-level ridges. The
existence of an upper-level ridge with these synoptic conditions favorable to wildfires has
been noted in several studies. Newark (1975) found that forest fires can be associated
with a 500 hPa long-wave ridge. Studies by Skinner et al. (1999, 2002) showed a
significant statistical association between the May-to-August fire season in terms of total
burn area and anomalous 500 hPa geopotential height in Canada. In addition, climate
modeling experiments by Lupo et al. (1997) suggested that increases in blocking ridges
would increase wildfires in the future.
It is still not clear what causes the upper-level anomalous anticyclone found
during high-wildfire seasons in past studies. An anomalous short-wave pattern associated
with precipitation anomalies over northern Eurasia was proposed by Fukutomi et al.
(2003) based on an analysis of an east-west seesaw of wet/dry conditions and
precipitation dipole anomalies in Siberian river basins. Further, Wakabayashi and
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Kawamura (2004) found that this wave pattern was collocated with outgoing long-wave
radiation (OLR) anomalies and cloud distribution. Fukutomi et al. (2004) showed that
precipitation, wet/dry conditions, and storm activity anomalies over northern Eurasia
were also highly related to the short-wave anomalous pattern in northern Asia. This eastwest seesaw may have a strong impact on the interannual variation of wildfire in the
Eurasian region. In Alaska, several studies (e.g., Hess et al. 2001; Macias Fauria and
Johnson 2006a) have shown a relationship between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO) and a large area being burned, especially in the warm PDO phase, which tends to
produce persistent high-pressure anomalies over northern North America, especially over
western Canada and Alaska (Zhang et al. 1997). Moist, warm Pacific air would prevent
large-fire weather conditions. In Canada, several studies (Johnson and Wowchuk 1993;
Skinner et al. 1999) have suggested that the interannual variation of wildfires in
southwest Canada is related to the Pacific/North American (PNA) teleconnection-like
pattern in the summer. Chen et al. (2011) recently showed that high-latitude short waves
have westward propagation and that the polarward propagation of angular momentum
might regulate the speed of this short wave and then affect wildfires in the polar region.
How, then, can anomalous circulation affect wildfire frequency? Brotak and
Reifsnyder (1977) found that dangerous fire situations were related to a lack of moisture
advection at 850 hPa. Actually, moisture advection is related to the water vapor budget
(Chen 1985). In Eurasia, summer is the main rainy season in the high latitudes (Serreze
and Etringer 2003), and large-scale forest disturbances are connected with drought
(FIRESCAN Science Team 1996). In Canada, precipitation frequency during the warm
summer season is critically important to Canadian fire regimes. A moisture deficit for a
sustained period of several weeks, coupled with one or more strong wind events, often
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results in short periods of extreme fire activity with large burn areas that can dominate
fire season statistics (Skinner et al. 1999). The source of water vapor transport to the
Mackenzie River basin has been studied (Brimelow and Reuter 2005; Roberge et al.
2009). These studies used trajectory analysis to track the origin of water vapor; the results
indicated that it came from the North Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico. The Great Plains
LLJ transported the Gulf of Mexico’s moisture to the high latitudes (Brimelow and
Reuter 2005; Chen and Kpaeyeh 1993). Drought during the fire season significantly
affected forest fire activity in the Mackenzie River basin and Alaska (Xiao and Zhuang
2007). Broad annual burn areas in Canada are explained by summer moisture availability
(Girardin and Wotton 2009). Previous studies have focused on a smaller scale; the
present study tries to understand the impact of global-scale circulation anomalies.
The purpose of this study is to understand the anomalous circulation related to the
boreal forest’s wildfires and to understand how water-vapor transport is related to
wildfire events in the Arctic. Previous studies have discussed mainly regional circulation
patterns that impact the incidence of wildfires. The summer stationary wave in the Arctic
was recently explained by Chen (2010). The effect of anomalous circulation in enhancing
and/or weakening the stationary wave on a global scale might better explain wildfires in
the Arctic. Anomalous circulation would affect water-vapor transport into the Arctic and
then affect the frequency and size of areas burned by wildfire in high-latitude polar
regions.
b. Impact of short-wave teleconnection on the boreal winter weather and climate.
For the boreal winter, the impact of the short-wave teleconnection (SWT) on the
winter weather in the Southeast Asia, and the cold surge in the East Asia were studied by
Chen et al. (2002, 2004). Recently, Chen and Tsay (2011) found that short-wave
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teleconnection (SWT) contributes more significantly than long-wave teleconnection to
the variation of anomalous circulation in the North Pacific Ocean during La Niña (cold)
winters and that it has an impact on the blocking over the Northeast Pacific Ocean.
However, the impact of this SWT on the weather along the path of SWT. More effort is
required to explore the impact of SWT on local weather phenomena.
Along the path of SWT, a storm track is a significant weather phenomenon.
Blackmon et al. (1977, 1984a, 1984b) and Lau (1988) mapped the root-mean-square and
covariance statistics as well as one-point teleconnection patterns based on time-filtered
data for periods within a 2.5- to 6-day band; they reported that the most active
disturbances tend to travel eastward through continuous phase propagation within an
elongated zone spanning the North Pacific. Changes in circulation patterns over the North
Pacific are manifest in the intensity and position of the mid-latitude storm track. Several
studies have shown that the interannual variation of the storm track in the North Pacific is
linked to the PNA pattern (Lau 1988; Sickmöller et al. 2000; Comp and Sardeshmukh
2004). Their results show the cyclone tracks were more zonal in high PNA index years
(strong Aleutian low) than in low PNA index years (weak Aleutian low years), and the jet
stream moved equatorward (poleward). Some studies also have shown that the
interannual variation of storm tracks is linked to the AO pattern (Quadrelli and Wallace
2002; Serreze et al. 1997; Clark et al. 1999; McCabe et al. 2001). Their results showed
that cyclone activity in the Northern Hemisphere shifts poleward and westward during
positive AO. When the AO is negative, the polar vortex is in a weakened state and
cyclone activity shifts south. These studies have focused on the impact of long-wave
teleconnection on storm activity. Besides the north-south shifting of the storm activity,
Zhu et al. (2007) found an east-west shifting of storm activity. They suggested that the
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intensity of the Aleutian low affects the anomalous storm activity. The change in cyclone
intensity accounts for 73% of the relative change in Aleutian low intensity in winter.
Since Chen and Tsay’s (2012) results showed that SWT is more important than PNA and
AO during a cold year, this study will address the possible impact of SWT on storm
activity.
In the downstream of SWT, where North America is located, cold air outbreak
(CAO) is a common phenomenon during each winter season. Some severe extratropical
cyclones are related to the CAO (Cordeira and Bosart 2010). Blizzards come with the
CAO along with a strong wind chill, low visibility, and blowing snow. Such outbreaks
are generally associated with a surface anticyclone-cyclone couple between the
southward transport of cold air occurring from a high-latitude source region. In a few
occasions, these cold air outbreaks can be extreme, with record-low temperatures
recorded over a large geographic region for several days (Konrad and Colucci 1989), and
have strong impact on agriculture and the economy (e.g., Rogers and Rohli 1991;
Downton and Miller 1993). Gutzler (1988) and Leathers et al. (1991) showed that the
interannual variation of temperature over North American continents is linked to the
PNA, and Rogers and Rohli (1991) found that interannual variations of CAO are linked
with the PNA. Schwartz and Schmidlin (2002) found that there are more blizzards in La
Niña (cold) than El Niño (warm) conditions. Cellitti et al. (2006) showed that the PNA
pattern becomes increasingly positive during the onset of the composite CAO. In addition
to the PNA, Walsh et al. (2001) found that AO also influences CAO. Portis (2006)
showed that the interannual variation frequency of CAO was linked to the strength of the
stratospheric polar vortex and the phase of the Northern Hemisphere annular mode
(Thompson et al. 2002; Thompson and Wallace 2001). In these studies, the relationship
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between long-wave teleconnection (PNA and AO) and interannual variation of the CAO
was discussed. Since the SWT has a larger contribution to the anomalous circulation than
the PNA and AO during cold years, it is necessary to review the interannual variation of
the CAO. Chen et al. (2004) demonstrated the impact of short-wave teleconnection on
East Asia cold surge events because the SWT enhanced the upper-level trough on the east
coast of Asia. The impacts of the SWT on CAO will be discussed in this study.
c. Semiannual oscillation and midwinter suppression
The “Midwinter suppression” of the transient activity in the North Pacific Ocean
was first identified by Nakamura (1992) based on his analysis of the baroclinic wave
activity. The wave has its maximums in April and October and its minimums are in
January and July. Nakamura (1992) suggested that this phenomenon is related to the wind
speed of the upper-level jet, which, in the North Atlantic, is not strong enough to produce
this phenomenon. Chang (2001) and Nakamura (2002) suggested that the interannual
variability of mid-winter suppression is related to the interannual variation in the wind
speed of the jet stream. In fact, the relationship between “midwinter suppression” and
global atmospheric circulation is still unclear, as is the circulation that causes this
phenomenon in the North Pacific Ocean.
Numerous publications have tried to understand how the mid-winter suppression
may happen through various dynamic mechanisms that occur within the Pacific storm
track, but they were not successful. Newton (2004) reexamined several studies related to
mid-latitude cyclone activity and concluded that there is a semiannual oscillation of storm
activity and storm tracks over the North Pacific. He named this phenomenon “twiceyearly Pacific oscillation,” Based on Weickmann and Chervin’s (1988) analysis of the
seasonal cycle of the global wind field, he further suggested that the Pacific storm track
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oscillation might be related to the semiannual oscillation of the meridional modulation of
the jet stream, but the opposition of the meridional modulation of the jet stream over the
central Pacific and the continents remains unexplained in his study.
We hypothesize that the modulation of the jet stream may be related to the
anomalous circulation associated with semiannual oscillation. To prove this, we first use
the EOF to find the major mode of semiannual oscillation and use the rotational and
divergent circulation to explain the mechanism based on previous studies. Then we
discuss the impact of the semiannual cycle on the mid-winter suppression of transient
activity in the North Pacific Ocean.
Based on these previous studies in search of the mechanism that produces the
"midwinter suppression", it was determined that the semiannual circulation may explain
the relationship between this phenomenon and global circulation.

The semiannual

variation of the height field in the midlatitude of the northern hemisphere was studied by
Wikle and Chen (1996). Their study suggested that the semiannual oscillation in the
middle latitude of the northern hemisphere is simply a result of east-west land-sea
thermal contrasts. Their study revealed a cyclonic center in the central-northwest Pacific
Ocean, which coincided with Weickmann and Chervin’s (1988) depiction of the North
Pacific semiannual mode.

This anomalous cyclonic circulation might affect the

modulation of the upper-level jet speed and storm activity in the North Pacific Ocean.
The midwinter suppression of cyclone activity along the North Pacific storm track
and the north-south oscillation of the North Pacific winter jet stream should be caused by
the semiannual variation of the North Hemispheric (NH) atmospheric circulation.
Because cyclones are effective precipitation-producing weather systems and are more
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active in winter following the intensification of midlatitude jets, midlatitude precipitation
along the storm track over the oceans attains its maximum in winter. The variation in
precipitation follows the convergence of transient water vapor flux (Chen et al. 2004).
The modulation of the upper-level jet stream will affect the transient activities and the
precipitation along the storm track.

To prove this hypothetical effect of the NH

semiannual variation mode on jet stream and cyclone activity, the EOF will be used to
isolate the major semiannual mode of the rotational and divergent circulation and explore
how it modulates jet stream and cyclone activity. The semiannual rotational circulation is
maintained by the diabatic heating through the divergence circulation. The velocity
potential maintenance equation (Chen and Yen 1991a, b) will be applied to elucidate the
chain relationship between diabatic heating, and divergent and rotational circulations
affected by the SAO mode. Transient activity is effective at producing precipitation,
which is maintained by convergence of water vapor flux. The impact of the SAO mode
on the hydrological cycle is also examined.
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CHAPTER 2: GENERAL DATA AND METHODOLOGY
I. Data Source
To depict the circulation for understating the atmosphere circulation in these
studies, three difference reanalysis datasets were used in this study. The high-temporal
resolution GEOS5 reanalysis can be traced from 1979 to the present. For dates prior to
1979, the ERA40 from September 1957 was used. High-resolution GFS data from 2004
were used in this study because of the better quality of the dataset.
For the precipitation, the monthly mean Global Precipitation Climatology Project
(GPCP) mergers with the station data from the GHCN land dataset were used in this
study. The details regarding these re-analyses and precipitation datasets are listed in
Table 1 (p. 25). The wildfire data used in this study were collected from several different
sources, listed in Table 2 (p. 26).
II. Case Selection
a. Storm activity
To understand the impact of circulation on storm activity, we need to collect
information about storm activity. This study defined storms using weather maps issued
by weather services (NOAA and JMA). The location is picked from the low center of the
daily mean sea level pressure indicated on the chart with precipitation around and inside
the low center. To the considered, the storm systems must last at least 2 days and move at
least 10°.
b. Blizzard and cold air outbreak
To understand how circulation impacts blizzards and cold air outbreaks in the
North America, we need to identify blizzards and cold air outbreaks. The National
Weather Service (NWS) defines and keeps records of blizzards. According to their
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definition, a blizzard has wind or frequent gusts to 35 miles an hour or greater and
considerable falling and/or blowing snow (i.e., reducing visibility frequently to less than
¼ mile) (NWS Glossary). NWS also publishes an archive book that has a complete list of
blizzard events.
Many different criteria have been used to identify CAO. Some studies have used
the degrees of temperature decreases and pressure increases, as well as the lengths of
sustained northerly flow (Schultz et al. 1997; Mecilalski and Tilly 1992). Other studies
have simply used daily temperature anomalies (Walsh et al. 2001; Portis et al. 2006). As
a result, these studies include different cold air outbreak cases and, thus, have different
results for the interannual variation of cold air outbreaks. Because cold air outbreaks are
associated with both temperature drops and pressure increases, this study will use both of
these variables to select cold air outbreak cases. The domain used for case selection was
the Midwest region, defined by Walsh et al. (2001, Fig. 1). In this study, the CAO events
were considered to have occurred when temperatures dropped 5°C per day and surface
pressure increased at least 5 hPa per day.
II. Methodology
a. Water vapor budget
Precipitation is related to the convergence of water vapor, and to understand the
maintenance and transport of the water budget, the water vapor budget (Chen 1985) was
used in this study. A detailed description of the water vapor budget can be found in
Chen’s (1985) study; here, we give a short description of the water budget used in this
study. The water vapor budget equation is:

W
 Q  E  P
t
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where W 

1 Po
1 Po
qdp , Q   Vqdp , E, and P are precipitable water, water vapor flux,

g o
g o

evaporation, and precipitation, respectively. As a horizontal wind vector, water vapor
flux can be split into rotation ( Q ) and divergent ( Q ) components (Chen 1985):
Q = Q + Q .

Both Q and Q can be expressed in terms of  Q and  Q , stream function, and potential
function of water vapor flux, respectively,
Q  kˆ   Q and Q   Q .

The majority of water vapor resides in the lower troposphere, so the spatial patterns of

 Q and  Q resemble those of low-level  and  , respectively. Using Q D and  Q , one
can express the water vapor equation in the following forms:

W
   QD  E  P .
t
or

W
 2 Q  E  P .
t
Rainfall is maintained primarily by convergence of water vapor flux. This relationship
can be written using the following equation:
P~
    QD   2  Q .

The maintenance of precipitation can be expressed by the potential function of water
vapor flux.
According to the literature, water vapor in the polar region can be traced back to
the mid-latitudes and tropics. Since rotational wind is generally an order of magnitude
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larger than divergent wind, water vapor should be transported primarily by rotational
flow. Because water vapor is transported by circulation and water vapor transport is
determined by low-tropospheric circulation, the pattern of water vapor transport ( Q ) is
similar to the 850 hPa stream-function eddy ( E ). Transport can be delineated mostly by
the stream-function of the water vapor transport ( Q ).
Since all computations were performed in the polar region, the right choice of grid
is important for the success of this study. Chen and Tsay (2008) concluded that an
octagonal grid is the best way to depict circulation in the polar region; hence, the water
vapor budget in this study was computed following their procedure for the polar region.
b. EOF
To find the major mode of the meteorological variables, the empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis is applied to the filtered variables following Heddinghaus and
Krueger (1981). To depict the circulation, the streamfunction ( ) has a greater advantage
in depicting circulation than the geopotential height in the tropic. Hence, we will use 
to depict circulation in this study. Because this analysis includes the high-latitude polar
region, the octagonal grid method was used to handle the polar region data to obtain the
right pattern of  and  in the polar region (Chen and Tsay 2008).
For storm activity, transient activity was used in several studies (Lau 1991) to
represent storm activity; this study will adopt this approach to analyze the impact on
storm activity. A bandpass filter will be used in this study to compute the transient
activity from the daily GFS wind data.
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CHAPTER 3: IMPACT OF WATER VAPOR TRANSPORT ON BOREAL
FOREST WILDFIRE
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Climate
Jenq-Dar Tsay and Tsing-Chang Chen
Abstract
The boreal forests are the last frontier forests on the planet. Recent community
interest in global climate change has directed more scientific attention to these forests
than the past. Wildfires are the most severe natural disasters in the boreal forest, it has
impacts the global wood market, regional ecosystems, freshwater, and human’s property.
So far, the relationship between global circulation and wildfire in Arctic is still unclear.
Previous studies have focused mainly on the either statistical relationship between
occurrence frequency of wildfire and measureable meteorological variables; or
relationship between frequency of wildfire with regional anomalous circulation. This
study based on recently explained maintenance of summer stationary waves, to examine
the impact of global-scale anomalous circulation on the occurrence frequency of wildfire
in boreal forests.
The wildfires is highly related to the dry condition. The global-scale water vapor
flux is used to explain how the declining of water vapor supply could cause dry and
wildfires in the Arctic. The wildfire data were collected from several government sources
and the European Space Agency Earth Resource Satellite-2. The results indicate that the
occurrence of wildfires in East Siberia is related to decreasing of water vapor support
from the East Asia monsoon. Further, the occurrence of wildfires in Alaska is related to
the decreasing of water vapor support from the North Pacific, and the occurrence of
wildfires in the Mackenzie River basin is related to decreasing of water vapor support
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from both the Northeast Pacific Ocean and low-level jet (LLJ) in North America. The
cause of interannual variation of wildfires in the Arctic by high latitude eastward
propagation of anomalous shortwaves will be presented in another study.
1. Introduction
The boreal forests are the planet’s last frontier forest. They cover approximately
11%

(i.e.,

6.4

million

square

miles)

of

the

world’s

land

surface

area

(http://www.borealforest.org/) but contribute 48.7% of timber-related products (i.e., saw
softwood, wood-based panels, wood pulp, paper and paper board) in the world (Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2004). Thus, severe forest fires in the
boreal forest could affect the output of timber and have an impact on the global wood
product market. Besides this, the boreal forests are home to thousands of species of
plants, their freshwater river streams contribute 15% of the world’s freshwater (Dai et al.
2009), and store 22% of all carbon on the earth’s land surface. The deforestation of the
boreal forest by wildfire could have an impact on ecosystems and global warming (New
Scientist 2009). Although wildfire is a natural fuel accumulation of vegetation that
provides wildlife with habitat, it also threatens plant and animal life, the world’s wood
market, and areas of residential development. An improved understanding of the nature
of wildfire will be helpful for disaster mitigation.
Dry is essential for triggering fire, either in the warm season or cold season. In
general, warm, dry summers are the most active fire season (Flannigan and Harrington
1988; Gill 1981; Lanoville and Mawdsley 1990, Yen and Chen 2004). Although there is
less lightning thunderstorm activity in dry summers, but local small-scale lightning
thunderstorms in dry summer are more likely to cause wildfires than long-lasting and
intense thunderstorms in wet summers (Larjavaara et al. 2005, Kilinc et al. 2005, Rorig
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and Ferguson 2001, Kochtubajda et al. 2002).
Many previous studies using statistic tools to predict the wildfire base on the
measurable meteorological variable (like temperature, humidity). These variations of
these meteorological variables are associated with the daily synoptic weather.

For

example, wildfires caused by synoptic strong, dry, low-level wind conditions have been
studied in the eastern half of the United States (Brotak and Reifsnyder, 1977) and
northeastern Japan (Kondo and Kuwagata 1992). Nash and Johnson (1996) observed that
the largest number of forest fires in Alberta and Saskatchewan occurred when high
pressure systems dominated the weather pattern.

Several studies (Schroeder 1964,

Yarnal 1993, Takle et al. 1994) have shown that wildfires in the eastern United States
were caused by persistent high pressure and pre-and post-frontal areas associated with
these high-pressure centers.
These surface high-pressure centers were associated with an upper-level ridge.
The existence of an upper-level ridge with these synoptic conditions favorable to
wildfires has been noted in several studies. Newark (1975) found that forest fires are
associated with a 500hPa longwave ridge. Studies by Skinner et al. (1999, 2002) showed
a significant statistical association between the May to August fire season in terms of
total burn area and anomalous 500 hPa geopotential height in Canada. In addition,
climate modeling experiments by Lupo et al. (1997) suggest that increases in blocking
ridges increases wildfire occurrence.
It is still not clear what causes the upper-level anomalous high found during the
high wildfire season in past studies. An anomalous shortwave pattern associated with
precipitation anomalies over northern Eurasia was proposed by Fukutomi et al. (2003),
based on an analysis of an east-west seesaw of wet/dry conditions and precipitation
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dipole anomalies in Siberian river basins. Further, Wakabayashi and Kawamura (2004)
found that this wave pattern was collocated with outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
anomalies and cloud distribution. Fukutomi et al. (2004) showed that precipitation,
wet/dry conditions, and storm activity anomalies over northern Eurasia were also highly
related to the shortwave anomalous pattern in northern Asian. This east-west seesaw may
have a strong impact on the interannual variation of wildfire in the Eurasian region. In
Alaska, several studies (e.g., Hess et al. 2001; Macias Fauria and Johnson 2a006) have
shown a relationship between the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and a large area
burned, especially in the warm PDO phase, which tends to produce persistent highpressure anomalies over northern North America, especially over western Canada and
Alaska (Zhang et al 1997). Moist and warm Pacific air would prevent large-fire weather
conditions. In Canada, several studies (Johnson and Wowchuk 1993, Skinner et al 1999)
have suggested that interannual variation of wildfire in southwest Canada is related to the
Pacific/North American (PNA) teleconnection-like pattern in summer. Chen et al. (2012)
recently showed that high-latitude shortwaves have eastward propagation, and the
polarward propagation of angular momentum might regulate the speed of this shortwave,
then affect wildfires in the polar region.
The lacking of moisture caused by anomalous circulation causese wildfires was
found in the previous studies. Brotak and Reifsnyder (1977) found that dangerous fire
situations were related to lack of moisture advection at 850hPa. The moisture advection
is related to the water vapor transport (Chen 1985). In Eurasia, summer is the main rainy
season in high latitudes (Serreze and Etringer 2003), and large-scale forest disturbances
are connected with drought (FIRESCAN Science Team 1996). In Canada, precipitation
frequency during the warm summer season is critically important to Canadian fire
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regimes. A moisture deficit for a sustained period of several weeks, coupled with one or
more strong wind events, often results in short periods of extreme fire activity with large
burn areas that can dominate fire season statistics (Skinner et al. 1999). The source of
water vapor transport to the Mackenzie River basin has been studied (Brimelow and
Reuter 2005, Roberge et al. 2009). These studies used trajectory analysis to track the
origin of water vapor; results indicated that it came from the North Pacific and the Gulf
of Mexico. The Great Plains LLJ transported the Gulf of Mexico’s moisture to high
latitudes (Brimelow and Reuter 2005, Chen and Kpaeyeh 1993). Drought during the fire
season significantly affected forest fire activity in the Mackenzie River basin and Alaska
(Xiao and Zhuang 2007). Broad annual burn areas in Canada are explained by summer
moisture availability (Girardin and Wotton 2009).
Regardless of many previous efforts, it is unclear how the source and sink of the
water vapor, which is related to the favorable environment of the wildfires, is maintained
by water vapor transport to the high latitudes. This study details the effort to construct
composite anomalous circulation that is related to the wildfire event, in terms of
rotational and divergent components of water vapor transport.
The purpose of this study is to understand the anomalous circulation that is related
the boreal forest’s wildfires, and understand how the water vapor transport is related to
the wildfire events in the Arctic. Previous studies have mainly discussed regional
circulation patterns that impact the incidence of wildfires. The summer stationary wave
in the Arctic was recently explained by Chen (2010). The effect of anomalous circulation
in enhancing and/or weakening the stationary wave on a global scale might better explain
wildfires in the Arctic. Anomalous circulation would affect water vapor transport into the
Arctic, and then affect the frequency and size of burned areas by wildfire in high-latitude
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polar regions.
To test this hypothesis, this study is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
wildfire, precipitation and, reanalysis data and methodology used in this study. Section 3
discusses the climate of wildfire, the summer stationary wave in the Arctic, and the
anomalous circulation of water vapor transport related to wildfire. Section 4 has a brief
description of the impact of Arctical eastward propagation (Chen et al. 2012) on occurs
of wildfires. Finally, section 5 provides summary and suggestions for future research
efforts.
2. Data and analysis
To get reliable and detailed information about burned areas and occurrence
frequency of wildfire in the Arctic polar region, we gathered wildfire data from several
government sources: the Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (CWFIS) (Stock et
al. 2002), Alaska Geospatial Data Clearinghouse (http://agdc.usgs.gov/data/blm/fire/fire
history/akfirehist07.jpg), Russian state forest inventories, and Russian Aerial Forest
Protection Service (Avialesookhrana). These government sources of wildfire information
have data from 1960 to present, providing long-term wildfire information. In addition,
global remote sensing wildfire data gathered by Along Track Scanning Radiometer
(ATSR) carried by the European Space Agency’s (ESA) ESR-2 satellite, covering 1995
to the present (Arino and Melinotte 1995), were also used in this study (Fig. 1c and d).
These remote sensing data can provide unique quality spatial (global) and time data.
Unlike the remote sensing data, which can provide the precise location of wildfires, the
wildfire data from government statistical sources usually only classify wildfire events by
administrative region or province. Hence, Cressman’s (1959) scheme was used in this
study to interpolate these government wildfire data to horizontal grid points. The
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accuracy of results using the Cressman scheme was verified by remote sensing data
collected after 1995.
According to the literature, wildfires normally occur in the dry season, with fewer
wildfires in the wet season with more precipitation; hence precipitation is an important
observational measurement for this analysis of wildfire events. Since the Arctic region
has gained more research attention in the past decade, more good-quality data are now
available for the polar region. Inland precipitation data from a surface station is compiled
by the Global Historical Climatalogical Network version 2 (GHCN) (Vose et al. 1992),
and this dataset undergoes rigorous quality assurance reviews by the National Climate
Data Center (NCDC) before release. Over the ocean, data from the 1° latitude × 1°
longitude degree resolution Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP), which
merges infrared and microwave satellite estimates of precipitation with rain gauge data
from more than 6000 stations and covers from 1979 to present (Huffman et al. 2001),
were used in this study.
Precipitation is related to the convergence of water vapor, and to understand the
maintenance and transport of the water budget, water vapor budget (Chen 1985) was used
in this study. A detailed description of water vapor budget can be found in Chen’s (1985)
study; here we give a short description of the water budget used in this study. The water
vapor budget equation is

W
 Q  E  P
t
where W 

1 Po
1 Po
qdp , Q   Vqdp , E, and P are precipitable water, water vapor flux,

g o
g o

evaporation, and precipitation, respectively. As a horizontal wind vector, water vapor
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flux can be split into rotation ( Q ) and divergent ( Q  ) components (Chen 1985):
Q = Q + Q  .

Both Q and Q  can be expressed in terms of  Q and  Q , streamfunctionand potential
function of water vapor flux, respectively,
Q  k̂   Q and Q   Q .

The majority of water vapor resides in the lower troposphere so that the spatial patterns
of  Q and  Q resemble those of low-level  and  , respectively. Using Q D and  Q ,
one can express the water vapor equation in the following forms,

W
   QD  E  P .
t
or

W
 2 Q  E  P .
t
Rainfall is maintained primarily by convergence of water vapor flux. This relationship
can be written using the following equation:
P~
    QD   2  Q .

The maintenance of precipitation can be expressed by the potential function of water
vapor flux.
According to the literature, water vapor in the polar region can be traced back to
the midlatitudes and tropics. Since rotational wind is generally an order of magnitude
larger than divergent wind, water vapor should be transported primarily by rotational
flow. Because water vapor is transported by circulation, and water vapor transport is
determined by low-tropospheric circulation, the pattern of water vapor transport ( Q ) is
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similar to the 850hPa stream-function eddy ( E ). Transport can be delineated mostly by
the stream-function of the water vapor transport ( Q ).
To calculate a water vapor budget for the polar region, we need suitable reanalysis
data and the right scheme for the correct circulation pattern. The Modern Era
Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis (Rienecker et
al. 2008), based on NASA’s GEOS-5 (Goddard Earth Observing System Data
Assimilation System Version 5), provides data from 1979 to present with 0.667°
longitude × 0.5° latitude horizontal resolution. This dataset focuses on historical analyses
of the hydrological cycle in a broad range of weather and climate time scales and places.
The NASA EOS suite of observations in a climate context might provide better-quality
reanalysis data for calculating a water vapor budget. To cover the time from 1960 to
1978, ERA-40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al. 2005) were used in this study.
Since all computations were performed in the polar region, the right choice of grid
is important for the success of this study. Chen and Tsay (2008) concluded that an
octagonal grid is the best way to portray circulation in the polar region; hence the water
vapor budget in this study was computed following their procedure for the polar region.
3. Results
In the hypothesis, the anomalies circulation would reduce the convergence of
water vapor flux, then reduce the precipitation, then cause the increasing of wildfire. To
understand how summer global circulation affects wildfires in the polar region, we first
depict the summer climatology of circulation, precipitation, and wildfires. Then we
examined what kinds of anomalous circulation exist and how anomalous circulation has
affected mean climate circulation, hydrological cycle and wildfires.
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a. Climate
Summer circulation in the Arctic region is characterized by three ridges along the
Rockies, northern Europe, and eastern Siberia four upper-level troughs in the Bering Sea,
eastern Canada, central Eurasia, and the Norwegian Sea (Fig. 2c). These ridges have
corresponding anticyclonic circulation in the low-level, except in eastern Siberia where
the continental thermal low of the Manchuria monsoon exists in the low-level (Fig. 2d).
The up-level troughs also have corresponding cyclonic circulation in the low-level. In
850ha divergence circulation, represented by potential function [  (850hPa)], there are
three 850hPa convergence centers, located in East Siberia, Alaska, and the North
Atlantic Ocean. The three 850hPa divergence centers are in Vorkuta, Kamchatka
Peninsula, and Nunavut (Fig. 1-2b). These low-level convergence/divergence centers
have corresponding divergence/ convergence centers in the upper-level (Fig. 1-2a).
Maintenance of circulation in the Arctic region by divergence circulation was
explained by Chen (2010). The center of divergence circulation (  ) is nearly in
quadrature with the center of rotational circulation ( ). The low-level convergence
centers are ahead of the low-level cyclonic centers [  (850hPa)](Fig. 1-2d).

This

quadrature relationship is clearly shown in the east-west cross-section across 60°N and
can be explained by east-west circulation (Fig. 2a; Chen 2010).
Rainfall is associated with divergence of water vapor transport (  Q ). In
climatology, the boreal forest rainbelt is maintained by the convergence of water vapor
flux associated with transient disturbances at high latitude (Yoon and Chen 2006). From
the climatology of water vapor flux transport ( Q )(Fig. 1-3b), it is clear that water vapor
flux transport is determined by low-tropospheric circulation, and the pattern of water
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vapor transport (  Q ) (Fig. 1-3b) is similar to the 850hPa stream-function eddy [  E
(850hPa)] (Fig. 2d). Since rotational wind ( VR ) is generally an order of magnitude
larger than divergent wind ( V D ), water vapor should be transported primarily by
rotational flow. Transport can be mostly delineated by the streamfunction of water vapor
transport ( Q ). As expected,  Q follows the anticyclone pattern in the southeastern
United States. Thus, a moist tongue stretches along the LLJ from the Gulf of Mexico to
the Great Plains and into the American Northwest. The subtropic anticyclonic center in
the northeast Pacific Ocean also brings moisture from the Pacific Ocean into Alaska and
the Mackenzie River valley. The cyclonic center in Manchuria transports water vapor
into East Siberia (Fig. 1-3b) from the East Asian monsoon regime. After water vapor is
transported into these areas, the convergence centers in East Siberia and Alaska will
convert the water vapor there, then produce precipitation.

The situation in the

Mackenzie River valley is different: there is no convergence low center there, but there
is a convergence zone formed there by the wind from the divergence centers in Nunavut
and the Eastern Pacific (Figs. 1-2b and 1-3a).
In climatology, the distribution of wildfire is similar to the distribution of boreal
forest (Fig. 1a) and precipitation (Fig. 1b). The boreal forest is along the precipitation
zone in the polar region, and wildfires also follow boreal forest in the precipitation zone.
These wildfires concentrate in Eastern Siberia and the district northwest of North
America (i.e., the polar area) during the summer (JJA) (Fig. 1c, d). These places locate
where water vapor flux converges on land. In climatology, larger rainfall and wildfires
occur in the same places. This means there must be an interannual variation of
circulation in a certain place that has an impact on the wet/dry conditions in these places,
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to cause both wildfires and precipitation to be concentrated in these same regimes.
To see where the largest variation in interannual variation of wildfire and
precipitation occurred, the variation of wildfire (Fig. 1-4a) and precipitation was
computed (Fig. 1-4b). The results show that five wildfire variation centers are evident
along the boreal forest. These five centers are located near the Ob River, the Yenisei
River, the Lena River basin, the Mackenzie River, and in Alaska. These five wildfire
variation centers are matched with the variation centers of precipitation in the polar
region. Places with high interannual variation of wildfire are the same for precipitation.
Places with large wildfire variations are also in East Siberia, Alaska, and the Mackenzie
River basin. Histograms of wildfire (Fig. 5a) and precipitation (Fig. 5b) in these five
centers show that burned areas and precipitation are more significant in Eastern Siberia
(3), Alaska (4), and the Mackenzie River basin (5) than they are in the other locations.
These two histogram also show a close relationship between wildfire and precipitation,
correlation between them is greater than -0.85. This means the less (more) wildfires is
associated with more (fewer) precipitation.
So far, from histogram we know that wet/dry conditions in the Arctic can affect
wildfire occurrence. But what is the associated circulation? To determine what kind of
anomalous circulation is related to a high frequency of wildfires, a composite method is
used at a later in this study. The years used for composite of high wildfire and low
wildfire event will based on the histogram. We analyzed a composite result for these
three larger interannual variation regimes in East Siberia, Alaska, and the Mackenzie
River basin. The results of the composite analysis are discussed below.
b. East Siberia
Development of the Manchuria monsoon low with the evolution of the East Asia
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monsoon was revealed by Chen et al. (Fig.4; 2004). Climatologically speaking, the
monsoon rainfall extends to Japan and Korea in June; the monsoon then brings
precipitation into Manchuria after late June.
The years selected for the wet/dry composite are based on the histogram of
wildfire in East Siberia (Fig. 5c).

Specifically, years with a standard variation of

precipitation greater than 0.8 were selected for a wet composite.
According to the water balance equation, the deficit of water vapor, which is E
(evaporation) – P (precipitation), is supplied mainly by the convergence of the water
vapor flux. Water vapor is almost converged toward the low center. The  Q distribution
indicates that water vapor is transported through the low center by rotational flow but is
converged by the divergence flow. Moreover, the latent heat released by precipitation is
fed back to maintain divergence circulation.
Based on the composite charts, during wet years, the anomalous cyclonic center
of the streamfunctionof water vapor flux was located in Manchuria (Fig. 1-6a). Cyclonic
flow brought water vapor from East Asia into East Siberia. The accumulation of water
vapor in East Siberia caused the convergence of water vapor.
The potential function of the water vapor flux (  Q ) showed convergence of water
vapor flux in East Siberia (Fig. 1-6b). The center of the  Q is in phase with precipitation
anomalies. The increase and convergence of the water vapor flux induced an increasing
amount of precipitation in East Siberia. Increased precipitation would suppress the
occurrence of wildfires. In dry years, the anomalous anticyclonic streamfunction of
water vapor flux (Fig. 1-6c) was located in East Siberia. Anticyclonic flow brought water
vapor out of East Siberia. Decreased water vapor caused the divergence of water (Fig. 1-
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6d), and the decrease water vapor flux caused a decreasing amount of precipitation,
which would increase the occurrence of wildfires during dry years.
c. Alaska
To understand the anomalous circulation pattern as it relates to wildfires in
Alaska, the composite method has also been applied here. The years selected for the
composite analysis are based on the histogram of wildfires in Alaska (Fig. 1-5d), with
years with standard variation greater than 0.8 selected for the composite. Based on the
composite charts, during wet years, the anomalous cyclonic center of the streamfunction
of water vapor flux (  Q ) was located in the Bering Sea (Fig. 1-7a). Cyclonic flow
brought water vapor from the Northeast Pacific into Alaska. The accumulation of water
vapor in Alaska caused the convergence of water vapor over the region; hence, the
potential function of the water vapor flux showed the convergence of the water vapor flux
within the area (Fig. 1-7b). The center of the potential function of the water vapor flux (

 Q ) is in phase with the precipitation anomalies (Fig. 1-7).

The increase and

convergence of the water vapor flux induced an increase in precipitation in Alaska.
Increased precipitation would suppress the occurrence of wildfires. In dry years, the
anomalous anticyclonic streamfunction of water vapor flux (Fig. 1-7c) was located in
Alaska. Anticyclonic flow brought water vapor out of Alaska. Decreased water vapor
caused the divergence of water (Fig. 7d). The decrease and divergence of water vapor
flux caused a decrease in precipitation. Decreased precipitation would increase the
occurrence of wildfires during dry years.
d. The Mackenzie River Basin
The same process was also applied to the Mackenzie River basin to understand
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the anomalous circulation pattern related to wildfires in the Mackenzie River basin. The
years selected for the composite are based on the histogram of wildfires in the Mackenzie
River basin (Fig. 1-5e), with years with a standard variation greater than 0.8 selected for
the composite. Based on the composite charts, during wet years, the anomalous cyclonic
center of the streamfunctionof the water vapor flux was located in the Gulf of Alaska
(Fig. 1-8). This cyclonic flow brought water vapor from the Northeast Pacific into the
Mackenzie River basin. Besides this anomalous cyclonic center in the Gulf of Alaska,
the other anomalous cyclonic center is located in the Great Plains. The anomalous
cyclonic center brought the flow from the south to the Mackenzie River basin through the
Great Plains. It is likely that such an occurrence is related to the LLJ (Chen 1992). The
accumulation of water vapor in the Mackenzie River basin caused the convergence of
water vapor in that area; hence, the result of the potential function of water vapor flux
show the convergence of water vapor flux in the Mackenzie River basin (Fig.8b). The
center of the potential function of the water vapor flux is in phase with the precipitation
anomalies. The increase and convergence of water vapor flux induced an increase in
precipitation in the Mackenzie River basin. Increased precipitation would suppress the
occurrence of wildfires. In dry years, the anomalous anticyclonic streamfunctionof the
water vapor flux (Fig. 8c) was located in the Mackenzie River basin. Anticyclonic flow
brought water vapor out of the Mackenzie River basin. Decreased water vapor caused the
divergence of water (Fig. 8d) over the Mackenzie River basin. The decrease and
divergence of water vapor flux caused a decrease in precipitation over the Mackenzie
River basin. Decreased precipitation would increase the occurrence of wildfires during
dry years.
From the results of the composite analysis, we can see some common features in
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the circulation during the high wildfire event years in the Arctic polar region.
Anticyclonic anomalous circulation existed during high wildfire years in these places.
These anticyclonic anomalies will supress water vapor support from the south.
Divergence of water vapor flux will then diverge water vapor out of the area. The
behavior of the anomalous circulation leads to a drought regime and a favorable
environment for wildfire events. In wet years, cyclonic anomalous circulation will bring
water vapor from the south and maintain the water vapor supply. The convergence of
water vapor flux will accumulate water vapor in these areas. The high concentration of
water vapor will make the environment wet, and a wet environment is not favorable for
wildfires.
The results of the composition of the anomalous streamfunctionof water vapor
flux indicate that there is an anomalous shortwave pattern in the polar region. The
200hPa and 850hPa streamfunctioncomposite charts show that the locations of the
anticyclonic/cyclonic centers of this shortwave train are consistent in the upper and lower
levels (not shown). This represents a uniform, vertical structure. The 200hPa and
850hPa potential function composite charts (not shown) indicated that the locations of the
convergent and divergent centers are in quadrature with the anticyclonic/cyclonic centers
of the stream function. This result can be explained by Chen’s (2002) study, which
reveals a midlatitude shortwave with a vertical uniform structure and quadrature
relationship between rotational and divergence circulation (Chen 2002, Fig. 5). The
results of the composite also show that wildfire events in these variance centers were
related to anomalous anticyclonic circulation,
Actually, these three places are also the largest precipitation areas in the polar
region. Why did the most wildfires also occur in these three places? To answer this
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question, we need to look at the interannual variation of the anomalous circulation in the
Arctic polar region (Chen et al. 2012).
4. Link with Interannual Eastward Propagation
Based on the histogram, the largest wildfire events in East Siberia (#3 in Fig. 15a), Alaska (#4 in Fig. 1-5a), and the Mackenzie River basin (#5 in Fig. 1-5a) did not
happen in the same year (Fig. 1-5a). For example, there was a big wildfire in East Siberia
in the summer of 1986, but very small wildfires burned areas in Alaska and the
Mackenzie River Basin that year. In 1987, a huge area was burned by wildfire in Alaska,
but there were not many areas burned in East Siberia and Mackenzie River Basin in 1987.
In 1992, a huge area was burned by wildfire in the Mackenzie River basin, but not too
much area burned in East Siberia and Alaska. From this example, a likely time lag in
large wildfire burned areas existed between East Siberia, Alaska, and the Mackenzie
River basin.
To portray this time delay of wildfire in different locations in the Arctic polar
region, the lag correlation between wildfire and circulation was estimated by Chen et al.
(2012) for these three places. The results of the pattern of zero time lag correlation for
East Siberia (Fig. 1-9a) is close to the composite results shown in section 3, as with the
lag correlation for Alaska (Fig. 1-9b) and the Mackenzie River basin (Fig. 1-9c). This
match-up shows a possible link between wildfire events and interannual shortwave
eastward propagation in the polar region.

The lag correlation between wildfire in

Mackenzie River with (  Q ) E showed that a center of divergence of water vapor flux,
embedded in the shortwave pattern, has eastward propagation.

It propagates from

Western Europe to East Siberia in five years. Then it propagated from East Siberia to
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Alaska in four years. And it propagated from Alaska to Mackenzie River in another one
years (Fig. 1-9). This result of lag correlation from other two high wildfire event areas
also shows eastward propagation of divergence of water vapor flux.
During the eastward propagation of this anomalous shortwave circulation,
anticyclone anomalies will circle around the polar region. This anomalous shortwave
pattern circles eastward around the polar region, according to Chen et al. (2012), but
wildfire events exhibit certain preferred locations.

In terms of climatology, most

wildfires occurred in East Siberia and along the Mackenzie River. According to the
variance chart (Fig. 1-4), wildfires have a greater variation in these areas than in other
regions.

We can guess that when the anticyclone center passes, the occurrence of

wildfires in East Siberia and along the Mackenzie River will increase more than in other
areas. In climatology, there is an anticyclonic circulation in the upper level of East
Siberia and a cyclonic low-level circulation. When the vertical uniform anticyclonic
anomalous circulation has moved eastward and passed East Siberia, the anticyclonic
anomalous circulation will enhance the upper-level anticyclone pattern and suppress the
cyclonic circulation at the low level. Then the monsoon circulation will be weakened.
At the same time, water vapor transport and divergence of water vapor will decrease.
The decrease in water vapor supplement will cause a decrease in humidity and
precipitation. The environment will become dry and more favorable for the development
of wildfires. The frequency of wildfire events will increase.
In Alaska, when this anomalous circulation passes through, the low level
converge of water vapor flux will be suppressed and frequency of wildfires will be
suppressed. The Mackenzie River basin has an anticyclonic upper-level circulation. The
low-level anticyclone circulation is weak. It is located between the summertime Pacific
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subtropical anticyclone and the Atlantic subtropical anticyclone.

The water vapor

supplement to the Mackenzie River basin originates in the North American low-level jet,
which brings the water vapor supplement from the Gulf of Mexico to the Central Plains
and extends to the northwestern region of the United States. Water vapor is also
transported from the Pacific Ocean southwesterly along the northern boundaries of the
summertime Pacific subtropical anticyclone pattern and follows the North Pacific storm
track in the summer. When the vertical uniform anticyclonic anomalous circulation
moves eastward and passes the Mackenzie River basin, the anticyclonic anomalous
circulation will enhance anticyclones at both the upper and lower levels. Then, the
amount of water vapor transportation, humidity, and precipitation will decrease. The
environment becomes dry and is favorable for the development of wildfires. In this
situation, a small storm with lightning is enough to trigger the spread of wildfire. Then
the frequency of wildfire events will be higher than it is in other years.
5. Conclusion
The boreal forest in the high-latitude polar region is one of the last frontier forests
on the earth. Increasing global climate change research has directed scientists’ attention
to the incidence of wildfires in the boreal forests throughout the last decade. Wildfires
not only destroy forest resources and impact wildlife and human property, but also affect
the freshwater supply and release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The favorable
environment in which a wildfire can flourish is complex, but it can be classified
according to biological and meteorological factors. This research focuses on the
meteorological factors. Many studies show that a dry environment, high temperature,
and anticyclonic anomalous circulation with a few lightning storm events constitute a
favorable environment for wildfires. Many studies use statistical methods to estimate the
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risk of wildfire based on temperature, humidity, precipitation, and wind.

These

meteorological variables are forecast by a numerical model. To improve or verify model
performance, it is important to understand the possible weather patterns and dynamic
mechanisms that drive the anomalous circulation relating to wildfire.
The most interesting feature of wildfire distribution in the Arctic region is its
relationship to the distribution of precipitation in the land. To understand how it happens,
in this study, we analyzed the time variation in wildfires and precipitation. The results
showed high interannual variability in precipitation and wildfire in high wildfire areas.
These high wildfire and high interannual variability places are in East Siberia, Alaska,
and the Mackenzie River basin. These three areas also have more precipitation than other
places in the Arctic. Higher precipitation in the wet season may grow up more trees in
forests. The high density of the forest in these three places may cause more severe
wildfires during the dry season.
The impact of atmospheric circulation is also an important factor in this study.
Hence, correlations and a composite analysis method were applied in this study to find
the possible anomalous circulation related to the anomalous precipitation and wildfire
incidence in the boreal forests. The composite results of water vapor transport and
divergence of water vapor were applied in this study to understand how circulation
affected precipitation to create a favorable dry environment for wildfires. The results
show that years with low precipitation and high wildfire occurrence are related to the
anomalous anticyclonic circulation and divergence of water vapor. This anomalous
circulation during years of high wildfire occurrence frequency will reduce water vapor
transport from low latitudes to the polar region. The lower the amount of water vapor
that exists in the atmosphere, the lower the value of humidity in the air. Environments
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that are drier are most favorable for wildfires. Small storms and slight lightning will
trigger the spread of wildfires.
In climatology, precipitation extended from the midlatitudes to the polar region
through East Siberia, Alaska, and the Mackenzie River basin. The circulation pattern in
East Siberia is out of phase and vertical. Anticyclonic circulation is in the upper level,
and cyclonic circulation is in the low level, creating monsoon circulation. Water vapor
transport into Manchuria and East Siberia is driven by the low-level monsoon to the south
in East Asia, and accumulated water vapor causes the convergence of water vapor in East
Siberia.
The other common feature from the composite is the anomalous shortwave
pattern in the polar region. This anomalous shortwave pattern is baroclinic in vertical.
When the anticyclonic center of this shortwave anomalous circulation propagation moves
across East Siberia, the anomalous anticyclonic circulation will weaken the monsoon
circulation in East Siberia. When the monsoon circulation becomes weakened, water
vapor transport is reduced. Then it becomes dry in East Siberia and the frequency of
wildfire increases.
Alaska is located in the downstream of the North Pacific storm track. The North
Pacific subtropic anticyclone drives southwesterly from the western to the northeastern
Pacific, providing a water vapor source to Alaska. When the shortwave anomalous
circulation moves to Alaska, anticyclonic/cyclonic anomalous circulation will
increase/decrease water vapor support, affecting the amount of precipitation and the
occurrence of wildfires.
In terms of climatology, the upper level of the Mackenzie River exhibits an
anticyclonic circulation pattern.

In the low level, it is located between the Pacific
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subtropical anticyclone and the Atlantic subtropical anticyclone. The LLJ in North
America transports water vapor from the Gulf of Mexico to the Central Plains then
extends to the northwest region of the country. The accumulated water vapor causes
convergence of the water vapor. The Pacific storm track along the northern boundary of
the summertime Pacific subtropic anticyclonic pattern also transports water vapor into
this region. The incidence of wildfire decreases as convergences of water vapor and
precipitation increase. When the anticyclonic anomalous circulation of the shortwave
pattern passes across the Mackenzie River basin, the anticyclonic anomalous circulation
will be enhanced, the convergence of water vapor transport will be weakened, and
precipitation will decrease. The air in the Mackenzie River basin will become dry and
create a favorable environment for wildfires.
The anomalous circulation goes through the water vapor supply to dominate the
wet/dry condition in the Arctic polar regime. The water vapor supply not only creates the
boreal forest in the Arctic regime (Yoon and Chen 2006), but also creates wildfires when
water vapor support is short in dry years. The eastward propagation of high-latitude
anomalous shortwave circulation can enhance the ridge of stationary wave and create a
stronger anticyclonic circulation. Anticyclonic circulation will transport and diverge
water vapor, creating a favorable environment for wildfires. More understanding of the
interannual variation of the anomalous shortwave circulation is discussed in Chen et al.
(2010). This study and future studies will be helpful for wildfire forecasting in the boreal
forest.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1-1

(a) Distribution of Boreal Forest (b) Climatology of Precipitation in Northern
Summer and (c) Wildfire Superimposed with the 300hPa streamfunction and
(d) 850hPa streamfunction. The solid line is the line along the boreal forest.
Dots in (c) and (d) is the location of wildfire events detected by European
Space Agency’s ESR-2 satellite.

Fig. 1-2

Summer (JJA) climatology of (a) (  ,VD ) E (200hPa), (b) (  , V D ) E (850hPa),
(c)  E (200hPa), and (d)  E (850hPa). Dash line and solid line in (c) are
location of trough and ridge in 200hPa. Arrows in (d) show the direction of
water vapor tansport by ( Q ) E .

Fig. 1-3

Summer (JJA) climatology of (a) [(  Q , QD ) E , P] and (b) ( Q ) E . C and D on
(a) is the convergence and divergence center of water vapor flux

Fig. 1-4

Variance of (a) wildfire and (b) precipitation. The solid line is the line along
the boreal forest. The number is the action center of the maximum variation.
The cross mark the high variability areas, the histogram of wildfire and
precipitation in these 5 areas (#1~#5) are show in Fig. 5.

Fig. 1-5

(a) Histogram of (a) wildfire and (b) precipitation in the location marked in
the Fig.4. The correlation (  ) between rainfall and wildfire is shown in the
right column.

Fig. 1-6

Composite result of (a) streamfunction of water vapor flux (b) potential
function of water vapor flux of a wet year, and (c) streamfunction of water
vapor flux (b) potential function of water vapor flux in dry year,
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superimposed with precipitation. Fire mark is the location of wildfire.
Fig. 1-7

Same as Fig. 6, except for Alaska.

Fig. 1-8

Same as Fig. 6, except for the Mackenzie River basin.

Fig. 1-9

Correlation of wildfire with eddy component of divergence of the water vapor
flux [( Q ) E ] in (a) East Siberia, (b) Alaska, and (c) Mackenzie River.

Fig. 1-10 Lag Correlation of wildfire in Mackenzie river with eddy component of
divergence of the water vapor flux [( Q ) E ] . (Adopted from Chen et al. 2012).
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Fig. 1-1

(a) Distribution of Boreal Forest (b) Climatology of Precipitation in Northern
Summer and (c) Wildfire Superimposed with the 300hPa streamfunction and
(d) 850hPa streamfunction. The solid line is the line along the boreal forest.
Dots in (c) and (d) is the location of wildfire events detected by European
Space Agency’s ESR-2 satellite.
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Fig. 1-2

Summer (JJA) climatology of (a) (  ,VD ) E (200hPa), (b) (  , V D ) E (850hPa),
(c)  E (200hPa), and (d)  E (850hPa). Dash line and solid line in (c) are
location of trough and ridge in 200hPa. Arrows in (d) show the direction of
water vapor tansport by ( Q ) E .
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Fig. 1-3

Summer (JJA) climatology of (a) [(  Q , QD ) E , P] and (b) ( Q ) E . C and D on
(a) is the convergence and divergence center of water vapor flux.
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Fig. 1-4

Variance of (a) wildfire and (b) precipitation. The solid line is the line along
the boreal forest. The number is the action center of the maximum variation.
The cross mark the high variability areas, the histogram of wildfire and
precipitation in these 5 areas (#1~#5) are show in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 1-5

(a) Histogram of (a) wildfire and (b) precipitation in the location marked in
the Fig.4. The correlation (  ) between rainfall and wildfire is shown in the
right column.
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Fig. 1-6

Composite result of (a) streamfunction of water vapor flux (b) potential
function of water vapor flux of a wet year, and (c) streamfunction of water
vapor flux (b) potential function of water vapor flux in dry year,
superimposed with precipitation. Fire mark is the location of wildfire.
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Fig. 1-7

Same as Fig. 6, except for Alaska.
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Fig. 1-8

Same as Fig. 6, except for the Mackenzie River basin.
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Fig. 1-9

Correlation of wildfire with eddy component of divergence of the water vapor
flux [( Q ) E ] in (a) East Siberia, (b) Alaska, and (c) Mackenzie River.
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Fig. 1-10 Lag Correlation of wildfire in Mackenzie river with eddy component of
divergence of the water vapor flux [( Q ) E ] . (Adopted from Chen et al. 2012).
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CHAPTER 4: IMPACT OF THE WINTERTIME SHORT-WAVE
TELECONNECTION ON SEVERE WEATHER EVENTS IN THE NORTH
PACIFIC BASIN
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Climate
Jenq-Dar Tsay and Tsing-Chang Chen
Abstract
During El Niño winter, a clear short wave anomalous circulation appeals in the
North Pacific Ocean. Previous studies demonstrated that this short wave train has impact
on the occurrence frequency of cold surge events in East Asia, cold surge vortex activity
in the Southeast Asia, and blocking days on the Northeast Pacific Ocean. This study
aimed to explore more impacts related on the regional weather phenomena by this short
wave teleconnection (SWT).
In the upstream of SWT, the interannual variation of the anomalous SWT
circulation caused the north-south alternation of anomalous precipitation and the
occurrence of storm activity in East and Southeast Asia.
The SWT crosses the major North Pacific Ocean storm track in its path. Previous
studies found the storm activity has east-west spatial anomalous distribution. This study
showed that the SWT can be used to explain this anomalous storm activity.
Many studies found the cold air outbreak in the North America has link with the
blocking, which its occurrence frequency is affected by the SWT, in the Northeast Pacific
Ocean. The composite result showed the SWT enhanced the upper level ridge over the
Northeast Pacific and the upper level trough in the Northwest America. This result
increased the occurrence of cold air outbreak in North America.
Previous studies noticed the asymmetric anomalous circulation between cold and
warm year. This study showed it related the amplitude of the SWT. The SWT is more
significant than long wave teleconnection during the El Niño winter, but less significant
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during the La Niña winter.
1. Introduction
During winter 2007/08, temperatures in the Midwest United States are cooler than
the long-term mean (NCDC). Meanwhile, Southeast Asia suffered devastation from
flooding (Dartmouth Flood Observatory). These events seem to be caused by a recurrent
to atmospheric variation pattern, which is often revealed as a teleconnection pattern. The
events imply that the interannual variation in these places may be highly modulated by
short-wave anomalous circulations (Fig. 1), which highlight the importance of
atmospheric teleconnection patterns.
Research of short-wave teleconnection (SWT) patterns appeared much later
compared to the planetary-scale waves. Longuey-Higgins (1964, 1965) and Hoskins et
al. (1977) formulated the Rossby-Haurwitz wave describing the dynamics of an ideal
fluid on a rotating sphere, and based on this theory, Hoskins and Karoly (1981) pointed
out that a short-wave should be meridionally trapped near 40°N along the jet. Palmer and
Mansfield (1984) used an atmospheric general circulation model to show that a shortwave train can emanate from the tropical west Pacific and propagate downstream along
the North Pacific rim and across North America reaching the Gulf of Mexico. The North
Pacific short-wave train has been recognized in recent years (e.g. Chen 2002). Branstator
(2002) pointed out that a random disturbance near the jet core can produce a zonally
oriented chain of perturbations, while the jet acts as a waveguide.
The impact of the SWT on the weather in the Southeast Asia was studied by Chen
(2002), and the impact of the SWT on the occurrence frequency of cold surge in the East
Asia was by Chen et al. (2004). Recently, Chen and Tsay (2012, CT12 here after) found
that the SWT contributes more significantly than long wave teleconnection to the
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variation of anomalous circulation in North Pacific Ocean during La Nina (cold) winter.
And it has impact on the blocking over the Northeast Pacific Ocean.
In the upstream of SWT, where is the East Asia. The interannual variation of the
East Asian winter time anomalies circulation was illustrated to have relationship with
teleconection from north central Pacific during the warm years (El Nino) (Wang et al.
2000). And the stratification distribution of the anomalous precipitation in the East Asia
is caused by the low level anomalous circulation in the Philippine Sea in warm year
(Wang et al. 2000). Those studies just focus on the warm year, but the Western Tropical
Pacific (WTP) Ocean has higher sea surface temperature during the cold year, and can
generate SWT across the Pacific. It is necessary to check the anomalies circulation
during the cold year in the East Asia, and how the SWT impact on the anomalous
precipitation in the East Asiaduring both warm and cold year.
Along the path of the SWT, storm track is a significant weather phenomenon.
Blackmon et al. (1977, 1984a, 1984b) and Lau (1988) mapped the root-mean-square and
covariance statistics as well as one-point teleconnection patterns based on time-filtered
data which retain periods within the 2.5-6 days band, they reported that the most active
disturbances tend to travel eastward through continuous phase propagation within
elongated zone spanning the North Pacific. Change in circulation patterns over the North
Pacific are manifest in the intensity and position of the midlatitude storm track. Several
studies show the interannual variation of storm track in the North Pacific was link to
PNA pattern (Lau’s 1988, Sickmöller et al. 2000, Comp and Sardeshmukh 2004). Their
results show the cyclone tracks were more zonal in high PNA index years (strong
Aleutian low) than low PNA index years (weak Aleutian low years), and jet stream
moved equatorward (poleward). Some studies also shows the interannual variation of
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storm track were link to AO pattern (Quadrelli and Wallace 2002, Serreze et al. 1997;
Clark et al. 1999; McCabe et al. 2001). Their result shows cyclone activity in the
Northern Hemisphere shifts poleward and westward during positive AO. When the AO
is negative, the polar vortex is in a weakened state and cyclone activity shifts south.
These studies focused on the impact of long wave teleconnection on storm activity.
Besides North-South shifting of the storm activity, Zhu et al. (2007) found the east-west
shifting of the storm activity. They suggested the intensity of Aleutian low affects the
anomalous storm activity. The change of cyclone intensity accounts of 73% of the
relative change of Aleutian low intensity in winter. Since CT12’s result shows the SWT
is more important than PNA and AO during cold year, this study will studies the possible
impact of SWT on the storm activity.
In the downstream of SWT, where is North America, cold air outbreak (CAO) is a
common phenomenon during winter season. Some severe extratropical cyclones are
related to the CAO (Cordeira and Bosart 2010). Blizzards come with the CAO combined
strong wind chill, low visibility and blowing snow.

Such outbreaks are generally

associated with a surface anticyclone-cyclone couple between the southward transport of
cold air occurs from a high latitude source region. On a few occasions these cold air
outbreaks can be extreme with record low temperatures recorded over a large geographic
region for several days (Konrad and Colucci 1989) and have strong impact on
agricultural and economic (e.g., Rogers and Rohli 1991; Downton and Miller 1993).
Gutzler (1988) and Leathers et al. (1991) showed the interannual variation of temperature
over North American continents was linked to the PNA, and Rogers and Rohli (1991)
found that interannual variations of CAO were linked with the PNA. Schwartz and
Schmidlin (2002) found there are more blizzard in La Nina (cold) than EL Nino (warm).
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Cellitti et al. (2006) shows the PNA pattern becomes increasingly positive during onset of
the composite CAO. Beside PNA, Walsh et al. (2001) found AO also influence CAO.
Portis (2006) shows the interannual variation frequency of CAO was linked to the
strength of the stratospheric polar vortex and the phase of the Northern Hemisphere
annular mode (Thompson et al. 2002; Thompson and Wallace 2001). In these studies,
the relationship between the long wave teleconnection (PNA and AO) and interannual
variation of the CAO was discussed. Since the SWT has larger contribution to the
anomalous circulation than PNA and AO during cold year, it is necessary to review the
interannual variation of the CAO. Chen et al. (2004) demonstrated the impact of shortwave teleconnection on the East Asia cold surge event, because the SWT enhanced the
upper-level trough in the east coast of the Asia. The impacts of the SWT on CAO will be
discussed in this study.
From CT12’s result, it is clear that the SWT plays an important role in the
midlatitudes. The literature review shows that its impact on storm activity, CAO, and
precipitation has not been fully understood. This study aims to examine the influence of
SWT on these weather activities. Thus, this study is arranged as follows. Section 2
describes the data and methodology used in this study. Section 3 discusses the result of
this impact study. Finally, Section 4 gives a summary for this works.
2. Data and Methodology
a. Data
The multilevel, multiyear reanalysis grid data is needed to analysis the circulation
in this study. The 45 years European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Reanalysis (ERA-40) (Uppala et at. 2005) is used in this study. It is a global
atmospheric analysis using many conventional observations and satellite data for the
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period September, 1957 - August, 2002 and the updated 3D-Var data assimilation system
(Andersson et al. 1998). The atmospheric model producing the analyses was run with 60
vertical levels, T159 spherical-harmonic representation for basic dynamic fields, and a
reduced Gaussian grid with approximately uniform 125km spacing for surface and other
grid-point fields. Analyses were available daily at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z and 18Z. The 2.5°
latitude ×2.5° longitude degree resolution datasets are available at the ECMWF website
(http://www.ecmwf.int/).
Since the ERA40 is up to 2002. The NCEP Reanalysis II (Kanamitsu et al. 2002)
was used in this study for data after 2002. It fixed known errors in NCEP Reanalysis
(Kalnay et al. 1996). The spectral statistical interpolation, a 3D-Var data assimilation
system (Parrish and Derber 1992; Derber et al. 1991) is used as the analysis module. The
T62/28-level NCEP global spectral model is used in the assimilation system. Analyses
were available daily at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z and 18Z. In this study, the data from September
2002 to March 2008 was used to fill the uncover time period of ERA 40 data. The 2.5°
latitude ×2.5° longitude degree resolution datasets are available at the NOAA website
(http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/).
The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP; Huffman et al., 2001)
coordinated under the World Climate Research Program is a global precipitation dataset
with 1° latitude ×1° longitude degree resolution available monthly since 1979 or daily
scale since 1997. The GPCP project mergers infrared and microwave satellite estimates
of precipitation with rain gauge data from more 6000 stations (Adler et al. 2003).
b. Definition of storm activity
To understand the impact of the circulation on the storm activity, we need to
collect the information about storm activity. This study defined storms by using weather
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services issued weather map (NOAA and JMA). The location is picked from low center
the daily mean sea level pressure chart with the precipitation around and inside the low
center. To the considered, the storm systems must last at least 2 days move at least 10°.
c. Definition of blizzard and cold air outbreak
To understand how the circulation impacts the blizzard and cold air out break in
the North America, we need to identify the blizzard and cold air outbreak. National
Weather Service (NWS) has the definition and records of the blizzard. In their definition,
the wind or frequent gusts to 35 miles an hour or greater, and Considerable falling and/or
blowing snow (i.e., reducing visibility frequently to less than ¼ mile) (NWS Glossary).
NWS also publish the archive book, which has complete listing of the blizzard events.
Many different criteria have been used to identify CAO. Some studies have used
the degrees of temperature decrease and pressure increase, as well as duration of
sustained northerly flow (Schultz et al. 1997, Mecilalski and Tilly 1992). Other studies
have simply used daily temperature anomalies (Walsh et al. 2001, Portis et al. 2006). As
result, these studies have different cold air outbreak cases and thus have different results
of the interannual variation of cold air outbreaks.

Because cold air outbreaks are

associated with both temperature drops and pressure increases, this study will use both of
these variables to select the cold air break cases. The domain used for case selection was
the Midwest region, which is defined by Walsh et al. (2001 Fig.1). In this study, the
CAO events were selected when temperatures drop 5°C per day and surface pressure
increased at least 5 hPa per day.
3. Review of previous studies on impact of short wave teleconnection
a. Vortex
The cold surge vortex in the Southeast Asia contributes over half of the
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precipitation in the winter season (Cheang 1976). It is the most important weather
phenomena in the Southeast Asia during the Northern Winter. The interannual variation
of the cold surge vortex is related to the anomalous sea surface temperature in the
Western Tropical Pacific (Fig. 2b). The anomalous sea surface temperature is the forcing
source of the cross Pacific short wave train and was proven by the CCM simulation
(Chen 2002). The increasing sea surface temperature in the Western Tropical Pacific set
up the cyclonic anomalous environment in the Western Tropical Pacific area, this
cyclonic anomalous environment is favorable for developing tropical disturbances, like
easterly wave.

The environmental westward flow steers these disturbances moving

westward. The interaction between the northeasterly flow from the midlatitude and
tropical easterly will enhance the strength of these disturbance to form a closed cyclonic
vortex. These cyclonic vortex carried precipitation to the Southeast Asia countries,
sometimes caused the huge disasters. The higher sea temperature in the West Tropical
Pacific and the cumulus convection of these tropical disturbances provide the latent heat
source to force the short wave anomalous circulation formed in the North Pacific Ocean.
The previous study proven that during the La Nina (cold year), the sea surface
temperature is higher in the Western Tropical Pacific Ocean. There were more cold
surge vortices activities in the Southeast Asia, the amplitude of crossing Pacific short
wave train is larger and pattern is more clear. During the warm year, the pattern of the
crossing Pacific short wave train is in the opposite phase with the cold year, and the
amplitude is weaker. The short wave pattern became more irregular comparing with the
pattern in cold year.
b. Cold surge
The East Asian cold surge event is the most important weather phenomena in the
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East Asia during the winter. The cold air from the Siberia can caused the fatal heart
disease, the frozen disaster on the agriculture products. The snow come with the cold
surge also caused the chaos in the traffic transportation.
The possible interannual variation of the cold surge events in the East Asia has
been discussed related to the ENSO (Boyle 1986, Lau and Chang 1987, Ding 1990), but
how the ENSO effect the interannual variation of the cold surge activity was not clear.
The most well know teleconnection caused by the ENSO is the PNA, but the anomalous
circulation of the PNA is mainly in the Northeast Pacific Ocean, North America, and
North Atlantic Ocean. The most significant feature of the ENSO is the seesaw of the sea
surface temperature in the tropical Pacific Ocean. During the La Nina (cold year), the sea
surface temperature in the Western Tropical Pacific Ocean was increasing, it provided the
forcing to drive the anomalous circulation.

The ENSO SWT originated from the

Southeast Asia was proof driving by the high sea surface temperature in the western
Tropical Pacific.
These cold surges in the East Asia have some common features. In the low level,
the surface high is in the southwest of the cold surge flow, and the surface low is in the
northeast of the cold surge flow. In the upper level, the short-wave train coupled with
this surface high-low dipole (Joung and Hitchman 1982, Lau and Lau 1984, Chen et al.
2002, Yen and Chen 2002). Chen et al. (2004) demonstrated that this upper level shortwave train is modulated by the North Pacific ENSO short-wave train (Fig. 2a, Chen
2002). This modulation can be used to explain the interannual variation of the East Asian
cold surge (Fig. 2b).
c. Blocking
The blocking is an important phenomena in the midlatitude, Carrera et al. (2004)
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showed the extreme sever weather events in the North America is related to the blocking
over the Alaska region.
Since the variation of the blocking will affect the weather in the North American.
Many previous studies focus on the interannual variation of the blocking. Based upon the
so-called Alaskan-pattern index and 500-mb height variance, Renwick and Wallace
(1996) searched in terms of the statistical approach for the relationship between the North
Pacific winter blocking activity and ENSO and found that 69% more days of blocking are
greater during winters of the cold ENSO phase than during those occurring during the
warm phase. Overland et al. (1999) used multiple regression method to analyze the
variation of Aleutian Low. Theirs result suggests an increasing covariability between
PNA and AO in the high and mid-latitude after 1970 over the Aleutian Low region. The
interannual variation of the blocking days was clearly shown in the decadal study by
Chen and Yoon (1999) (Fig. 2d). Barriopedro et al. (2006) use the statistical method,
their result shows the ENSO has strong relationship with blocking during La Nina (cold
winter). During the La Nina, the main SST anomalies is the SST increasing in the
Western Tropical Pacific Ocean, this increasing of the SST will produce the SWT across
the North Pacific Ocean. Since the SST in the Eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean is colder,
the PNA might not have large amplitude.

Recently, CT12 found the SWT have more

contribution to circulation anomaly than PNA and AO in the North Pacific Ocean during
La Nina (cold winter).

Hence, it is necessary to re-look at the impact of the

teleconnection from long-wave teleconnection and SWT. The impact of the SWT on the
blocking will be discussed in this study.
4. Results
a. The SWT pattern and index
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During winter 2007/2008, temperature in the Midwest United State are cooler than the
long-term mean, meanwhile, Southeast Asia suffered devastation from flooding.
Circulation anomalies during the 2007 winter are highly wave-form showing a wave train
extending from East Asia to the east coast of North America (Fig. 1a). A cyclonic center
in east tropical Pacific (P1), an anticyclonic center in the Gulf of Alaska (P2), and a
cyclonic center in the west of North America (P3) delineate the typical PNA pattern. To
understand the origin of this highly wave-form anomalous circulation, a Fourier analysis
is applied to separate the anomalous circulation into the long wave regime (waves 1-3;
Fig. 1-1b), based on the long-wave teleconnection theory (Hoskins and Karoly 1981), and
the short wave regime (waves 4-15; Fig. 1-1c), according to Chen (2002). The result
shows the SWT has more contribution in anomalous circulation than long wave over
Pacific and North America. In the long wave regime (Fig. 1-1b), the cyclonic and
anticyclonic anomalous circulation centers in the east Tropical Pacific and Gulf of Alaska
comprise the upstream and middle stream of PNA pattern, but the circulation anomaly is
weak in downstream (over North America). However, in the short wave regime, there is
a wave train across the North Pacific and North America, with the anticyclonic centers
marked as S1 (East Asia), S3 (Northeastern Pacific Ocean) and S5 (east of North
America) and cyclonic centers marked as S2 (Northwestern Pacific Ocean) and S4 (west
of North America). The ratio of variance of this wave train [Var( SWT )/Var( )] shows
that the short wave regime contributes to about 60% of the total streamfunction anomaly
in S1~3 and S5 and about 80% in S4.
To understand the importance of SWT and to form the SWT index, CT12
estimated the contribution of the short wave regime to the circulation anomaly over the
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North Pacific. They found the cross North Pacific short wave train has more contribution
to the interannual circulation anomalies than PNA and AO in cold (La Nina) winters. The
SWT is weaken in warm (El Nino), because the forcing for generating of the SWT is at
the Western Tropical Pacific Ocean which cools down during El Nino (Chen 2002). To
depict the interannual variability of atmospheric circulation during north winter
(December – February), the variance of the circulation was calculated. Five centers of
maximum variance (Point S1 ~ S5) appear across North Pacific, indicating where the
circulations are most variable in the interannual time scale. These variation centers also
reveal a wave-form distribution indicating impacts from the SWT. Hence, CT12 formed
a SWT index to estimate the strength of the SWT based on these variance centers (S1~S5
on Fig. 2e) on 200 hPa geopotential height filed. The formula to estimate the short wave
index is
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S 5 , the ratio for S1 ~ S5 is based on the

magnitude of SWT composite in each point (CT12). This index will be used later in this
study.
b. Impact on the storm activities and precipitation in the East Asia
To illustrate the impact of the SWT on the precipitation or storm activity, a
composite analysis of anomalous circulation, precipitation, storm activity are applied in
this study. Several years, which are over one standard deviation of SWT index, are
selected for composite analysis. The composite result for high SWT index (Fig. 3a)
shows that the long wave component still clear even in the composite using the SWT
index. Thus the Fourier analysis was used to isolate the SWT. In long wave regime (Fig.
3b), the major centers are cyclonic anomaly in east Tropical Pacific and anticyclonic
anomaly in Gulf of Alaska. In the short wave regime (Fig. 3c) the short wave train
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extended from Asia across North Pacific to east North America.
The composite result of the  S (200hPa) and  S (850hPa) anomalous
circulation and precipitation during high SWT index years (cold year) and low SWT
index years (warm year) are show in Fig.4. Fig. 4a shows the increasing precipitation in
Southeast Asia, and decreasing precipitation along south China, Taiwan to Japan during
high SWT index years. During the low SWT index year (Fig. 4b), the precipitation in
Southeast Asia were decreasing and increasing along south China, Taiwan to Japan. The

 S (200hPa)(Fig. 4a) and  S (850hPa) (Fig. 4c) anomalous circulation shows the
vertical barotropic structure of the SWT.
The increasing/decreasing of precipitation is related to the storm activities. Fig. 5
shows the composite result of the  S (200hPa) and  S (850hPa) with anomalous
transient activity and storm activity. During high SWT index years, the storm and
transient activities were decreasing along along south China, Taiwan to Japan (Figs. 5a
and c). But storm activities were increasing during low SWT years.
c. Impact on storm activity
Storm track are essential to the midlatitude rainbelts in the North Pacific and
North Atlantic (Blackmon et al. 1984a, Lau 1988). More specifically, storm track
comprise the storm genesis frequency, cyclone activity, and the meridional windconverted transient activity in the upstream, midstream and downstream regions,
respectively. Storm tracks are known to undergo pronounced interannual variability.
Climatologically, in the Northern Hemisphere winter the planetary-scale troughs
are stationed in the eastern seaboards of East Asia and North America, while the ridges
are formed along Pacific coast of North America, eastern North Atlantic and central Asia.
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Most of the cyclogenesis were happened in east of these two seaboard troughs or on
leeside of the mountain in the central Asia or Rocky Mountain. The main storm tracks in
the North Pacific Ocean extend from Japan to Gulf of Alaska. The interannual variation
of storm genesis, storm frequency and transient activity are situated near the maximum
variance centers of Z(200hPa) in the Pacific Ocean and North America.
To illustrate the impact of the SWT on the storm activity, a composite analysis of
anomalous circulation and storm activity are applied here. Several years, which are over
one standard deviation of SWT index, are selected for composite analysis. The result of
200 hPa streamfunction eddy field superimposed with anomalous storm activity
composite is showed in Figs. 5c and d. The result shows that the long wave component
still clear even in the composite using the SWT index. Thus the Fourier analysis was
used to isolate the SWT. In long wave regime (Fig. 3b), the major centers are cyclonic
anomaly in east Tropical Pacific and anticyclonic anomaly in Gulf of Alaska. But the
anomalous storm activities did not correspond to anomalous circulation well. In the short
wave regime (Fig. 3c) the short wave train extended from Asia across North Pacific to
east North America. The anomalous storm activity is more correspond to the anomalous
short wave train.
As shown in the 200 hPa eddy streamfunction (Fig. 3a), the anticyclonic indicates the
enhancements of the ridge and blocking over that Northeast Pacific area. The variance
over the anticyclonic center shows the SWT play majority role on the magnitude of this
anticyclonic anomalous [(Var( S )/ Var( E )=70%].
The impact of SWT on storm activity, can be viewed it from its upstream. The
upstream of the storm tracks represents the favorite regions of storm genesis. Fig. 4a
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showed the composite circulation anomaly in high SWT index years superimposed with
storm genesis anomaly. In North America, positive storm genesis anomaly appears at
leeside of Rocky Mountains, while in East Asia negative storm genesis anomalous occur
at East Asia coast. Both locations are spatially in phase with the short wave anomaly
circulation.

Thus, the area of the short wave cyclonic cell can create a favorable

environment for storm genesis.
In the middle of the storm track, the occurrence frequency of the storm activity
was increasing in the Northwest of Pacific Ocean, and was decreasing in the Northeast
Pacific Ocean. These two places is corresponded to the cyclonic and anticyclone center
of the SWT. The anticyclonic anomaly in the gulf of the Alaska (Fig 5b) acts to block
the incoming storms and forces them to move into and stopped at west of Alaska. The
anomalous storm activity in the low SWT index year has decrease storm active in the
Northwestern Pacific Ocean (Fig. 5c).
In the midlatitudes, atmospheric circulation anomalies are often associated with
changes in the transient activity (e.g., Blackmon 1976; Yoon and Chen 2006). Following
Blackmon et al (1977) we use the variance of the 2-7 day bandpass-filtered meridional
motion at 850 mb, to portray winter storm tracks.

Because strong baroclinicity is

generally associated with jet stream, synoptic transients is expected to be strong along the
jet.

The transient activity computed from meridional wind is usually larger in the

downstream, where storms have fully developed with stronger winds, than upstream.
Fig. 5b shows increased (decreased) transient activities in the downstream near the
Alaska during the high (low) SWT. The transient activity is in quadrature with the SWT.
In the midlatitudes, precipitation is mostly contributed by the storm activity
(Yoon and Chen 2006). The storm activity anomalies modulated by the SWT should
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result in corresponding precipitation anomalies.

Fig. 4a shows the anomalous

precipitation superimposed with the composite SWT circulation. The area of increased
precipitation is located at central North Pacific and Midwest of the North America,
spatially in quadrature with cyclonic and anticyclonic anomalies of SWT. The area of
reduced precipitation is located at east coast of the Asia and east of North Pacific. The
reduced precipitation in the east coast of Asia might be related to the reduced storm
activity over that region. The anticyclonic anomaly near Gulf of Alaska blocks the
incoming storms at Northwestern Pacific Ocean.

This might caused the reduced

precipitation in the northeast of North Pacific and increased precipitation in the centralnorth of North Pacific. These locations of increased/decreased precipitation are in
quadrature with the SWT anomalous circulation as the trainsient activity; again, this
quadrature relationship can be explained by the maintenance of SWT (Chen 2002). The
detail of how the anomalous convergence of the water vapor flux maintain the
precipitation will be shown in the Appendix. A.
The basic dynamic of this SWT was studied by Chen (2002). The ψs (rotational
circulation) and χs (divergent circulation) of this SWT are spatially in quadrature. The
streamfunctionbudget analysis shows planetary vortex stretching is an important process
to maintain the SWT. Basic dynamics of this short-wave train is depicted by a Sverdrup
balance in the lower troposphere, and by a balance between total vorticity advection and
planetary vortex stretching in the upper troposphere. The composite of χs(200hPa) (Fig.
6a) superimpose with precipitation (P) in high SWT years shows the in phase pattern with
the precipitation and in quarter with the ψs(200hPa) can be used to confirm this dynamic
relation between ψs(200hPa).
d. Impact on cold air outbreak
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Cold-air outbreaks (CAO) affect larger numbers of midlatitude residents than
other types of severe weather such as tornadoes and hurricanes. Population growth and
more complex transportation systems make the midlatitudes increasingly vulnerable to
extreme outbreaks of cold air (Witten 1981). CAO also bring agriculture damages to
United State and Mexico (Rogers and Rohil 1991).
The CAO comes with the surface temperature drop, surface pressure increase, and
blizzards (wind speed over 35 miles per hour, visibility less than 0.25 mile, and presence
of blowing snow; NOAA Glossary). Schwartz and Schmidlin (2002) used the records
from National Weather Service (NWS) and study the climatology of blizzard over the
United, they found that there were more blizzards during La Nina year (cold year) than El
Nino (warm year). Since the CAO come with blizzard, the occurrence frequency of the
CAO might have the same characteristic.
The CAO are also known to be conducive with the blocking event over the North
Pacific/Alaska (Namias, 1950; Dole, 1986; Thompson and Wallace, 2001, Vavrus
2006). Carrera et al. (2004) examine the evolution of 37 blocking events in the northeast
Pacific. They found linkage between blocking anticyclonic anomaly in the gulf of the
Alaska and the cold temperature from Alaska to the United State southern plain. Since
the SWT has impact on the northeast Pacific blocking, the SWT will have impact on cold
air outbreak in North America.
To understand whether the SWT has impact on the CAO, in this study, the CAO
events were selected when the surface wind came from north/northwest, upper level
trough deepen, surface temperatures drop 5°C per day, surface pressure increased 5hPa
per day and exist of blizzards over the Midwest. Based these criteria, the CAO and
Blizzard of 29 years were identified, the occurrence frequency of the Blizzard and CAO
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are shown in Figs. 7b and c. The correlation between SWT index with occurrence
frequency of Blizzard and CAO are 0.85 and 0.88. The occurrence frequency of the
CAO showed that there are more CAO in the cold year than the warm year. Since the
CAO is the most conspicuous component of the North American winter weather system,
coherent interannual variations of occurrence frequency of CAO and Blizzard with SWT
index clearly indicate that SWT impact on the North American winter weather is
reflected by the interannual variation of the CAO activity.
To understand the impact of SWT on CAO, let us first review the synoptic
conditions of CAO. The evolution of CAO is depicted by the horizontal composite from
onset day of CAO to three days after CAO were presented, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. On
an onset day of cold air outbreak (day 0), a 200mb cyclonic center of the short-wave train
existed in the northeast side of the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 8a). The Pacific short-wave
train enhances the ridge in upper level in Gulf of Alaska. The corresponding 925 mb
chart (Fig. 9a) shows the storm genesis in that cyclonic center. Konrad and Colucci
(1989) find a strong relationship between large scale outbreaks and cyclogenesis events
following outbreak development. On a day after cold air outbreak days (day 1), the
short-wave centers moves eastward and enhances the upper level ridge behind the trough
(Fig, 8b). The strong north wind advents cold air from north to south (Fig. 9b), and the
temperature in the north Midwest dropped more than 3°C. On a second days after CAO,
the upper level trough in the east of United Sates was deepened (Fig. 8c), and the surface
high moved in the Midwest (Fig. 9c). On the third day after CAO (day 3), the upper level
trough moved to east coast of North America (Fig. 8d), the surface anticyclone keep
moving eastward and the temperature dropped more than 3°C in the east coast of North
America (Fig. 9d). The cold air outbreak moves eastward and reaches to the east and
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southeast coast by Day 4. At upper levels, the high index of short-wave train is almost
spatially in phase with the day 0 composite ψ(200mb) cold air outbreak short-wave
train. From the spatial phase relationship between these upper level short-wave trains,
the North America’s cold air outbreak might be accomplished by the North Pacific shortwave train.
To understand why there are more CAO and Blizzard occurred in cold year than
warm year, the difference of circulation between cold and warm year composite were
demonstrated in streamfunction. The result shows a clear short wave train across the
North Pacific. This anomalous short wave train will enhance the ridge in the northeast
Pacific and deepen the trough in the west coast of the North America, which is the favor
able environment for the development of the Blizzard and CAO.
e. Teleconnection
From the previous studies, the occurrence frequency of cold surge vortex in the
Southeast Asia and cold surge in the East Asia (up stream side of short wave train) is
related to the North Pacific short wave train. In this study, we look at the impact of the
North Pacific short wave train on the storm activity (middle stream of short wave train)
and cold air outbreak in the North America (down stream of short wave train). The
results from the last two sections show the anomalous short wave train has impact on the
weather phenomena in the middle and down stream side of the short wave train. These
give us the evidence that the short wave train can modulate the weather phenomena from
Southeast/East Asia to North America.
The strength of the short wave train is related to the sea surface temperature in the
Tropical Western Pacific. The anomalous short wave circulation in the cold year is
stronger than warm year. The cyclonic and anticyclonic centers of the anomalous short
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wave circulation does not exactly out of phase between warm year and cold year. The
correlation between Nino3.4 and anomalous circulation is not able to show the very clear
pattern of the short wave train (Fig. 11a), but cold year only correlation can show a clear
short wave train (Fig. 11b).
Hoerling et al. (1997) had compared the anomalous circulation in warm and cold
year. He noticed the anomalous circulation was not exactly out of phase in warm and
cold year. This phenomena might be caused by the anomalous short wave circulation,
which has forcing source in the western Tropical Pacific. To proof our hypothesis, we
followed the years of warm (1957/58, 1965/66, 1968/69, 1972/73, 1982/83, 1986/87,
1987/88, 1991/92, 1994/95) and cold (1949/50, 1950/51, 1954/55, 1955/56, 1964/65,
1970/71, 1973/74, 1975/76, 1988/89) used in Horeling’s study and made a composite of
anomalous circulation for warm and cold years, then separated the anomalous circulation
to long wave and short wave regime. The result shows that during the cold years, the
anomalous circulation is close to its short wave regime (wave 3~15) (Figs. 12a and c),
especially in the North Pacific Ocean to east coast of North America. But during the
warm years, the main feature of the anomalous circulation is close to the long wave
regime (Figs 12d and e). The short wave anomalous circulation in the warm and cold
year has difference amplitude, and the phase is not exactly out of phase. The have a
clearer understanding, we calculate the difference between the cold year and warm year
composite. The result of difference (Fig. 13) shows the long wave regime is closer to the
long wave in warm year, and short wave regime is closer to the short wave regime in the
cold year composite. It means the long wave is contributed from the warm year, and
short wave is contributed from the cold year. This is caused by the warm sea surface
anomalous temperature in the cold year, and cold sea surface anomalous temperature in
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the warm year at the Western Tropical Pacific.
5. Conclusion
Previous studies on climate variation mainly focus on the planetary scale long
wave oscillations. These long wave teleconnection (eq. ENSO, PNA, AO, NAO) had
been applied to almost every studies about the Interannual variation of many
meteorological variables or weather phenomena (eq. precipitation, storm activity,
temperature, …etc.).

But the interannual variation of some weather phenomena or

variables still can not be explained well by the anomalous circulation caused by long
wave teleconnection. Like the interannual variation of the East Asian cold surge (Chen
2004), cold surge vortex in the Southeast Asia (Chen 2002), and blocking days in the
Northeast Pacific were explained by the winter time cross North Pacific anomalous short
wave circulation. The previous study suggested the possible impact on the downstream
by the short wave anomalous circulation. In this study, we will test these suggested
impacts caused by short wave anomalous circulation.
The storm activities are the important weather phenomena along the storm track
over the North Pacific Ocean during the winter. Recent studies found the anomalous
storm activity not only has the north-south oscillation, but also has east-west oscillation.
Typically, PNA or AO were used to explain the north-south oscillation, but these two
interannual mode could not explain the east-west oscillation well. This study used the
short wave anomalous to explain the east-west oscillation. The result show that the eastwest oscillation of storm activity overt the North Pacific Ocean is affected by the North
Pacific short wave train.
North America is on the downstream side of this North Pacific short wave train. The
cold air outbreak is the major weather disaster during the winter season. A previous
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study show the blizzard comes with the cold air outbreak has interannual variation.
There were more blizzard in the cold years than warm years. Also, the blocking in the
Northeast Pacific, the interannual variation of the blocking has been proved related the
North Pacific short wave train. The composite analysis in this study showed that during
the cold winter, the North Pacific short wave train will deepened the trough in the
Northwest of the North America. This will increase the frequency of he server winter
storm.
According these evidences of the impacts of short wave anomalous circulation on the
weather phenomena from upstream to downstream, the teleconnection between East Asia
and North America is firm. The composite analysis show the short wave anomalous
circulation is clearer and stronger during the cold year, but weaker during the warm year.
It might be because the forcing of this North Pacific short wave is in the Western
Tropical Pacific. The sea surface temperature is higher in the Western Tropical Pacific
during the cold year. The PNA pattern is strong during the warm year, but the North
Pacific short wave train is not neglectable during the cold year. The nonlinear effect
during the warm, cold years is not quite right, the sea surface temperature in the
difference location produced the different anomalous circulation in the atmosphere.
The further study on this topic will be the verification of the forecast output by the
model. If the mode can not simulate the cross Pacific short wave well. The model will
have problem to simulation the weather phenomena in the middle stream and
downstream.
CT12 shows the SWT contribute more to anomalous circulation than PNA and
AO in cold year over North Pacific.

The scale separation of 2007’s wave-form

circulation anomaly shows the importance of this SWT. Because the storm activity is
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one of the most important winter weather phenomena along the middle latitude rainbelt
from the east seaboard of East Asia to west seaboard of North America. An effort is
made in this study to explore the possible impact of SWT on the storm activity. The
horizontal scale of the SWT is comparable to that of CAO short-wave train. Because the
CAO is one of the most important winter weather phenomena in North America. An
effort is also made in this study to explore the possible impact of the SWT on the North
America weather/climate system through the effect of the SWT on the CAO. Since the
importance of the SWT, the maintenance of the water vapor is also exploring. The major
findings of these efforts are summarized as follows:
(1) The impact of the SWT on storm activity in the North Pacific Ocean.
The SWT affects the strength of the blocking in the east North Pacific Ocean. The
enhanced blocking split the upper level jet to south and north. The splitting jet will affect
the storm track and transient activity. In the cold year (La Nina), the SWT is stronger.
The enhanced anticyclonic anomaly increased blocking event, the storm track moved
northward and ended nearby Gulf of Alaska. This caused more precipitation in the
middle North Pacific Ocean. In high SWT index years, the cyclonic anomalous of SWT
located in west of the North America, it might creates favorable environment for storm
genesis in northwest of North America. On the east seaboard of Asia, the anticyclonic
anomalous of SWT exits and the number of storm genesis reduced.
In the NH midlatitudes, precipitation reaches its maximum along ocean storm tracks in
winter. The water vapor budget show the SWT has larger contribution to the divergence
of the water vapor flux than the long wave regime. The SWT appears in convergence of
water vapor flux (ΔχQ) and transient of precipitation. The increasing of precipitation in
the middle Pacific and North America during the year of high SWT index is mainly
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maintained by the SWT. The coincide of ΔχQ, v  2 (850 mb), and PT, in the North Pacific
Ocean indicates that transients contribute to the maintenance of the precipitation along
the storm track.
(2) The impact of the SWT on North American cold air outbreak (CAO) and blizzard.
In this study, we use criteria of pressure increasing 5 mb and temperature dropping 5K
in a day in the Midwest domain where defined by Walsh (2001) to select the CAO cases.
The result shows the North American CAO occurrence undergoes a distinct interannual
variation in concert with the SWT index; CAO occurs more (less) frequently during
winter of high (low) SWT index. In the onset day of CAO, the short wave anomalous
related to the CAO is coincide with SWT in high phase, which indicate possible impact
of the SWT on the North America weather/climate system through the effect of the SWT
on the CAO. The frequency of the CAO is stimulated by the SWT.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 2-1

(a) Anomalous circulation Δψ (200mb) of 2007/2008 winter (December ~
February) (b) Long wave regime (wave1~3) Δψ L(200mb), and (c) Short
wave regime (wave4~15) Δψ L(200mb). P1, P2, P3 are location of PNA
index; S1, S2, S3, S4S5 are locations of short wave teleconnection index
(Chen and Tsay 2012).

Fig. 2-2

(a) and (c) are impact of short wave teleconnection on the cold surge in the
East Asia (b) is the impact of SWT on the occurrence frequency of cold surge
vortex in the South East Asia (d) is the impact of SWT on the blocking days
in the Northeast Pacific (e) is the SWT index.

Fig. 2-3

(a) Composite of 200-mb streamfunction anomaly superimposed with zonal
flow in (a) high SWT years, (b) long wave regime of anomaly, and (c) short
wave region of anomaly.

Fig. 2-4

(a) High SWT index composite of  S (200hPa) superimpose with
precipitation anomaly, (b) same as (a), except for low SWT index, (c) and (d)
are same as (a) and (b), except for 850hPa.

Fig. 2-5

(a) High SWT index composite of  S (200hPa) superimpose with 850hPa
transient anomaly, (b) same as (a), except for low SWT index, (c) and (d) are
same as (a) and (b), except for superimposing with

anomalous storm

activities.
Fig. 2-6

(a) Composite of 200 hPa short wave streamfunction anomaly superimposed
with storm genesis in high SWT years, (b) composite of 200-mb
streamfunction anomaly superimposed with storm activity in high SWT years,
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(c) composite of 200-mb streamfunction anomaly superimposed with transient
activity in high SWT years, and (d) (b) composite of 200-mb short wave
streamfunction anomaly superimposed with precipitation in high SWT years.
Fig. 2-7

(a) Short wave teleconnection index and (b) blizzard in North America from
1979~2007. (c) occurrence frequency of cold air outbreak in North America.
The correlation (σ) between SWT index and cold (c) is -0.71.

Fig. 2-8

Composite cold air outbreaks of the 200-mb streamfunction anomalies in the
short-wave regime for (a) onset day of outbreak day (b) a day after outbreak
(c) two days after the outbreak, and (d) three days after outbreak.

Fig. 2-9

Composite cold air outbreaks of the 925-mb streamline anomalies
superimposed with temperature anomaly (ΔTS) for (a) onset day of outbreak
day (b) a day after outbreak (c) two days after the outbreak, and (d) three days
after outbreak.

Fig. 2-10 Difference between cold and warm composite in Fig. 8.
Fig. 2-11 (a) Correlation between SST(NINO3.4) and 200hPa streamfunction. (b) is
cold year only.
Fig. 2-12 Composite of anomalous circulation based on Hoerling (1997). (a)-(c) are for
cold year, (d)-(f) are for warm year. (b) and (e) are long wave component, (c)
and (f) are short wave component. Contour interval are shown in the right top
corner of each figure.
Fig. 2-13 13 Difference between cold year and warm year composite in fig 9.
Fig.2-A1 Divergence of water vapor flux superimposed with precipitation during the
high SWT index year.
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Fig. 2-1

(a) Anomalous circulation Δψ (200mb) of 2007/2008 winter (December ~
February) (b) Long wave regime (wave1~3) Δψ L(200mb), and (c) Short
wave regime (wave4~15) Δψ L(200mb). P1, P2, P3 are location of PNA
index; S1, S2, S3, S4S5 are locations of short wave teleconnection index
(Chen and Tsay 2012).
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Fig. 2-2

(a) and (c) are impact of short wave teleconnection on the cold surge in the
East Asia (b) is the impact of SWT on the occurrence frequency of cold surge
vortex in the South East Asia (d) is the impact of SWT on the blocking days
in the Northeast Pacific (e) is the SWT index.
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Fig. 2-3

(a) Composite of 200-mb streamfunction anomaly superimposed with zonal
flow in (a) high SWT years, (b) long wave regime of anomaly, and (c) short
wave region of anomaly.
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Fig. 2-4

(a) High SWT index composite of  S (200hPa) superimpose with
precipitation anomaly, (b) same as (a), except for low SWT index, (c) and (d)
are same as (a) and (b), except for 850hPa.
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Fig. 2-5

(a) High SWT index composite of  S (200hPa) superimpose with 850hPa
transient anomaly, (b) same as (a), except for low SWT index, (c) and (d) are
same as (a) and (b), except for superimposing with anomalous storm
activities.
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Fig. 2-6

(a) Composite of 200 hPa short wave streamfunction anomaly superimposed
with storm genesis in high SWT years, (b) composite of 200-mb
streamfunction anomaly superimposed with storm activity in high SWT years,
(c) composite of 200-mb streamfunction anomaly superimposed with transient
activity in high SWT years, and (d) (b) composite of 200-mb short wave
streamfunction anomaly superimposed with precipitation in high SWT years.
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Fig. 2-7

(a) Short wave teleconnection index and (b) blizzard in North America from
1979~2007. (c) occurrence frequency of cold air outbreak in North America.
The correlation (σ) between SWT index and cold (c) is -0.71.
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Fig. 2-8

Composite cold air outbreaks of the 200-mb streamfunction anomalies in the
short-wave regime for (a) onset day of outbreak day (b) a day after outbreak
(c) two days after the outbreak, and (d) three days after outbreak.
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Fig. 2-9

Composite cold air outbreaks of the 925-mb streamline anomalies
superimposed with temperature anomaly (ΔTS) for (a) onset day of outbreak
day (b) a day after outbreak (c) two days after the outbreak, and (d) three days
after outbreak.
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Fig. 2-10 Difference between cold and warm composite in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 2-11 (a) Correlation between SST(NINO3.4) and 200hPa streamfunction. (b) is
cold year only.
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Fig. 2-12 Composite of anomalous circulation based on Hoerling (1997). (a)-(c) are for
cold year, (d)-(f) are for warm year. (b) and (e) are long wave component, (c)
and (f) are short wave component. Contour interval are shown in the right top
corner of each figure.
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Fig. 2-13 Difference between cold year and warm year composite in fig 12.
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Fig.2-A1 Divergence of water vapor flux superimposed with precipitation during the
high SWT index year.
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CHAPTER 5: THE MODULATION OF THE SEMIANNUAL CYCLE ON THE
MIDWINTER SUPPRESSION OF STORM ACTIVITY OVER THE NORTH
PACIFIC
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Climate
Jenq-Dar Tsay and Tsing-Chang Chen
Abstract
After the midwinter suppression of the cyclone activity in the North Pacific Ocean
was identified two decades ago, the mechanism causing this cyclone activity suppression
has never been disclosed. It was suggested this suppression phenomenon is caused by the
North-South semiannual oscillation (SAO) of the midlatitude jet stream in the North
Pacific, but this has never been substantiated. The SAO mode of eddy streamfunction is
isolated by a Fourier scale separation of the monthly-mean streamfunction. Thus, the
SAO eddy streamfunction budget is expressed in terms of the dynamic adjustment
processes of the monthly-mean mode (including vorticity advection and convergence of
vorticity flux) and convergence of transient vorticity flow. This analysis considers the
development of the SAO mode to be consisted of a dynamic component of the monthlymean mode, and also a feedback interaction from modulated transient activity. The
convergence of vorticity flux by the monthly-mean mode provides vorticity distributed
by the vorticity advection. This vorticity-producing process is caused primarily by the
vortex stretching of planetary vorticity. The driving mechanism of diabatic heating on
the rotational flow is established through the divergent circulation maintained by the
north-south thermal contrast between the landmass of Siberia and Alaska Peninsula, and
the North Pacific. Because of a lack of this land-ocean contrast in the North Atlantic, the
SAO does not exist there.

Additionally, the feedback interaction of the modulated
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transient activity affects not only the development of the SAO of the atmospheric
circulation, but also the SAO of divergent circulation and its hydrological cycle. The
SAO of the atmospheric circulation and the midwinter suppression over the North Pacific
form a challenge to global climate modeling.
1. Introduction
The "midwinter suppression" of the storm activity in the north Pacific Ocean was
identified by Nakamura (1992) through his analysis of the baroclinic wave activity along
the storm track of this ocean; the baroclinic wave activity has its maxima in
April/October and its minima in January/July. These double maximum peak phenomena
happen in the north Pacific Ocean but not in the north Atlantic Ocean. It was suggested
by Nakamura (1992) the lack of this mid-winter suppression of storm activity in the latter
Ocean is attributed to the fact the upper-level jet stream’s wind speed in this ocean is not
strong enough to produce this phenomenon. In fact, the relationship between the
“midwinter suppression” and the global atmospheric circulation, and the cause of the lack
of this "midwinter suppression" in the north Atlantic Ocean are still unclear.
After the "midwinter suppression" of the storm activity was identified, numerous
efforts have been made to explore how the midwinter suppression may occur through
various dynamic mechanisms within the Pacific storm track. Chang (2001) suggested
diabatic effects modulate the seasonal cycle of storm activity over the Pacific Ocean. He
found this seasonal variation is related to the changing role of diabatic heating. However,
the extent to which moist dynamics are responsible for the midwinter suppression is still
subject to debate. Deng and Mark (2005) examined the linear -plane model and found
the deformation was associated with the wintertime jet stream. Later, Chang and Zurita-
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Gotor (2007) indicated this process may work in the wrong direction of the seasonal
cycle. Several studies have shown the strength of the disturbances in the upstream of the
storm track can control the strength of a storm track (Orlanski 2005; Zurita-Gotor and
Chang 2005), but their effects on the midwinter suppression have not been conclusive.
The possibility of several processes combined to produce the midwinter
suppression in synoptic-scale variance was also tested in several studies. Penny et al.
(2010) used growth rate and the interaction between surface static stability, orography,
and upper-level waves over Asia to explain the mechanism, but the dominant factor in the
winter suppression was not identified. Son et al. (2009) suggest topography has an impact
on the storm tracks in the North Pacific Ocean, and Park et al. (2010) examined the role
of the central Asian mountains on North Pacific storminess. They found the mountains
disrupt the zonal coherency of wave packets and refract them more toward the equator.
As the zonal traveling distance of wave packets becomes substantially shorter,
downstream eddy development becomes weaker, but the "barotropic governor" cannot be
used to explain the midwinter suppression phenomenon.
When Newton (2004) synthesized several studies related to the mid-latitude
cyclone activity, he noticed the variation of storm activity in the north Pacific Ocean
corresponds to fluctuations in the upper-level jet’s speed and location, which shift northsouth twice per year. He named this phenomenon "twice-yearly Pacific oscillation".
Weickmann and Chervin’s (1988) analysis of the seasonal cycle of the global wind field
resulted in their Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) (Fig. 10, Weickmann and Chervin
1988) of the semiannual wind field, which depicts a cyclonic center in the north Pacific
Ocean. Wikle and Chen (1996) studied the semiannual variation of the height field in the
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midlatitude of the northern hemisphere. Their study revealed a cyclonic center in the
central-northwest Pacific Ocean, coincident with Weickmann and Chervin’s (1988)
depiction of the North Pacific semiannual mode. The vertical structure of this center is in
phase throughout all levels. This cyclonic circulation of the semiannual oscillation may
modulate the upper-level jet speed and storm activity on the north Pacific Ocean, as
Newton (2004) suggested.
In view of the timing of the "midwinter suppression" of the storm activity along
the north Pacific storm track and the north-south semiannual oscillation of the north
Pacific jet, a hypothesis is made as the following. The midwinter suppression of the
cyclone activity along the north Pacific storm track and the north-south oscillation of the
north Pacific winter jet stream is caused by the semiannual variation of the North
Hemispheric (NH) atmospheric circulation. To prove this hypothesis, we shall use the
EOF to isolate the semiannual mode of the zonal flow and the rotational circulation
depicted by streamfunction in Section 3.1. The modulation of the jet and the impact of
the transient activity by the semiannual oscillation mode will be illustrated by the
streamfunction budget (Sanders 1984) in Section 3.2a.

The semiannual rotational

circulation is maintained by the diabatic heating through the divergence circulation. The
velocity potential maintenance equation (Chen and Yen 1991a, b) will be applied to
elucidate the chain relationship between diabatic heating, and divergent and rotational
circulations affected by the SAO mode in Section 3.2b. Because cyclones are effective
precipitation-producing weather systems and are more active in the winter following the
intensification of midlatitude jets, the midlatitude precipitation along the storm track over
the oceans attains its maximum in winter. The precipitation variation follows the
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convergence of transient water vapor flux (Chen et al. 2004). The modulation of the
upper-level jet stream will affect the transient activities and the precipitation along the
storm track. The impact of the SAO mode on the hydrological cycle is examined in
Section 4a. The midwinter suppression of the transient activity and the feedback effect of
the midlatitude transient activity by the semiannual oscillation are further illustrated in
Section 4b. Concluding remarks of the relationship between the NH SAO and the N-S
semiannual oscillation, and the impact of the SAO on the transient activity and its
feedback on the SAO are presented in Section 5.
2. Data and Methodology
To verify the hypothesized role of the SAO on the North Pacific winter jet stream
and transient activity, multilevel meteorological data are needed. We should use the high
resolution global analysis data issued/archived by the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction’s (NCEP’s) Global Forecast System (GFS) (Kanamitsu et al. 1991; and Yang
et al. 2006). GFS data have a vertical resolution of 64 layers and a spatial resolution of
1°long x 1°lat. from 2004 to 2010 and 0.5°long x 0.5°lat. from 2006. The NCEP GFS
analysis incorporates satellite wind observations and sounding profile over the ocean;
thus, it provides more accurate ocean data. To explore the impact of SAO on the
precipitation, the latest version (Version 2.1) of the Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP) (Huffman et al. 2009) daily mean data, with a resolution 1°long x 1°lat.
over the entire global from 1996 to 2010, are used in this study.
The SAO modes of meteorological variables ( ) S used in this study are isolated
by the Fourier decomposition in time (FFTPACK_NCAR; http://www.cisl.ucar.edu/
softlib/FFTPACK.html) with their monthly-mean values ( ) S . The transient modes are
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often generated by the high-frequency bandpass filtered variables by previous studies
(e.g. Blackmon 1976, Lau 1979, and others) to depict the storm/cyclone activity. For
computational simplicity and consistency, the transient components ( )S in this study are
defined by the departures of monthly-mean fields, i.e. ( )  ( )  ( ) .

A transient

variable ( )  may include both the cyclone activity and the 2-3 week mode related to the
cyclone activity through the index cycle in midlatitudes (e.g. Petterson 1956). However,
the 2-3 week mode is considered as a transient one in this study.
Measured with horizontal gradients of streamfunction,  , wind speed in the
tropics and midlatitudes have the same order of magnitude. Streamfunction is thus a
proper variable to depict the atmospheric circulation in both regions. The east-west
distance with the same longitudinal interval is decreased toward the pole. In order to
properly portray the polar circulation, the National Meteorological octagonal grid system
(Shuman and Hovermale 1968; Jenny 1975) is used in the polar region, so vorticity and
divergence can be property computed and the proper pattern of  and velocity potential

 in this region can be obtained (Chen et al. 2009). Following Heddinghaus and
Krueger (1981), the regular empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is used to
isolate the SAO mode of concerned meteorological variable.
Note, vorticity can be measured by the Laplacian for the streamfunction, i.e.

   2 . The interaction between  and  , which is used to develop the rotational
circulation, is established through the inverse Laplace transform of the vorticity equation
(Sanders 1984):
 E
   2 [V  (  f )]E    2 {  [VD (  f )]E } ,
t

(1)
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 E

 EA

 Et

where f is the Coriolis parameter. The evolution of the ˆ E SAO can be illustrated by the
t
ˆ E tendency,  E . Thus, the SAO component of Eq. (1) may be written as

ˆ E
   2 [V  (  f )]E    2 {  [VD (  f )]E } .
t

ˆ Et

(2)

ˆ E

ˆ EA

Following the simple approach to separate the monthly-mean mode ( ) and the transient
activity ( )  , the contributions from both modes to the ˆ E tendency may be expressed as
ˆ E
   2 [V  (  f )]E    2 {  [VD (  f )]E }    2 [(v  ) E ] .
t

ˆ EA

ˆ E

ˆ E

(3)



The direct response of the atmospheric circulation to diabatic heating ( Q ) is the
development of divergent circulation, depicted by (  , V D ), where VD (  ) is the
divergent wind vector.

The relationship between  and Q can be obtained by a

combination of the heat and continuity equations,

 E   2 [


1 
 1
(
Q) E ]    2 [ ( V  T ) E ] .
p  c P
p 

 Q E

(4)

 HE

Equation (4) was named by Chen and Yen (1991a, b) as the  -maintenance equation.
Following Eq. (3), Eq. (4) may be written as,
 1 ˆ
  1 TˆE
 1
 1
Q E )]    2 [ (
)]    2 [ ( V  T ) E ]    2 [ (   (V T ) E ] . (5)
ˆ E    2 [ (
p  c P
p  t
p 
p 
t

̂ 
̂ HE
̂ HE
ˆ HE
QE

t
In our practical computation, it was found ̂ HE
is much smaller than contributions to ̂ E
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from other thermodynamic processes, diabatic heating donated by ̂ Q E and sensible heat
 .
advection by ̂ HE monthly-mean mode, and convergence of transient heat flux by ˆ HE

The water vapor budget equation may be written as,

W
 Q  E  P ,
t
where W 

(6)

1 po
1 po

Vqdp , E, and P are precipitable water, water vapor
qdp
and
Q
g 0
g 0

flux, evaporation, and precipitation, respectively. Following Eq. (2), let us express the
hydrological processes ( )s expressed in Eq. (6) by corresponding potential function,  



S,

Wˆ
ˆ )   2 ( Pˆ )   2 ( Eˆ ),
)   2 (  Q
t
̂ Q
̂ Wt
̂ P
̂ E

 2 (

(7)

where E is usually not measured, but often estimated by the residual method. E is a
source of water vapor and its global-mean value should be balanced by the global-mean
value of P.

Actually, our main concern of the atmospheric hydrological cycle is

P ~   Q , precipitation is primarily maintained by convergence of the water vapor flux.
Following Eq. (2), the eddy component of Eq. (7) maybe approximated by the following
form,

ˆWt E ~ ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) .
The ˆ E SAO mode was isolated from the monthly-mean  E field.

(8)
Following the

formulation of Eq. (8), the maintenance of the Ŵ E SAO mode can be expressed in the
terms of the monthly-mean and transient field variables:
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 2 (

Wˆ E ~
ˆ )    2 ( Pˆ )   2 (  Q
ˆ  ).
)    2 (  Q
E
E
E
t
- ̂ QE
̂ Wt E
̂ PE
 ̂ QE

(9)

3. Midlatitude Semiannual Oscillation in the Northern Hemisphere
Newton (2004) inferred the “midwinter suppression” of the cyclone activity over
the central North Pacific observed by Nakamura (1992) follows the north-south
oscillation of the Japan jet stream. Located ahead of the Northwest Asian trough, this
north-south oscillation should reflect deepening and filling of this trough. To understand
this north-south SAO of the North Pacific jet stream, one should explore the spatial
structure change of the basin-scale atmospheric circulation over the North Pacific.
Performing an EOF analysis of the horizontal wind field, Weickmann and Chervin (1988)
showed the SAO could be depicted by a cyclonic/anticyclone cell over the central North
Pacific. It was later suggested by Wikle and Chen (1996) this SAO is attributed to the
atmospheric response to the east-west differential heating caused by the land-ocean
thermal contrast following the north-south migration of the overhead sun across the
equator twice a year. The horizontal wind can be estimated by the horizontal gradient of
the streamfunction. Based on the geostrophic wind relationship, the streamfunction is
proportional to geopotential height in mid-high latitudes. The spatial structure of the
SAO portrayed by Weickmann and Chervin (1988) and Wikle and Chen (1996) can be
depicted in terms of streamfunction. The development and maintenance mechanism of
the SAO mode is thus illustrated through analysis of the streamfunction budget and the
velocity potential maintenance.
3.1 SAO of eddy zonal wind and streamfunction
The RMS[ u E (200hPa)] superimposed on the annual-mean streamfunction is
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shown in Fig. 1a. The existence of three major jet streams in the midlatitudes can be
inferred from the large north-south gradients of streamfunctions over three regions—east
coasts of East Asia and North America, and North Africa south of the Mediterranean Sea.
The SAO of zonal wind in the central North Pacific is reflected by the two strips of large
RMS[ û E (200hPa)] ahead of the upper trough east of 180°, and another two minor strips
over the Asian continent and over the North American continent. Shown in Fig. 2, about
95% of RMS[ û (200hPa)] at longitude 170ºE-180º is contributed by its eddy component
of RMS[ û E (200hPa)]. The spatial structure of the u E (200hPa) SAO mode is depicted by
the eigenvector of the first eigenmode E1[ û E (200hPa)] in Fig. 1b. This eigenmode
explains 89% variance of û E (200hPa). Accompanying this eigenvector is the time series
of the eigenvalue, C1[ û E (200hPa)], which reaches its maximum (minimum) in
April/October (July/February).

This û E (200hPa) SAO matches well with Newton’s

(2004) observation. It was also pointed out by Newton (2004) the SAO zonal wind in
East Asia (upstream of the East Asia jet) and North America (downstream of this jet) are
opposite to that over the North Pacific. It is true that the û E (200hPa) SAO in these two
regions reaches its maximum (minimum) in July/January (October/April).

The û E

(200hPa) SAO over these three regions are coincident with Newton’s (2004) observation.
Because u E can be measured by the north-south gradient of  E , one expects  E
provides a clear depiction of the SAO circulation inferred from Newton’s (2004)
observation of the north-south SAO of the jet stream in the central North Pacific. This
inference is illustrated by eigenvector E1[ ˆ E (200hPa)] and the time series of the
corresponding eigenvalues, C1[ ˆ E (200hPa)], obtained by the EOF analysis of [ ˆ E
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(200hPa)]. The variance for ˆ E (200hPa) is explained by this eigenmode as 89%. The
time series of C1[ ˆ E (200hPa)] is coincident with C1[ û E (200hPa)] and the spatial
structure of E1[ˆ E (200hPa)] match well with that for E1[ û E (200hPa)]. According to the
relationship û E (200hPa)=   ˆ E (200hPa)/ y , the û E (200hPa) SAO in the North
Pacific is a result of the ˆ E (200hPa) SAO.
3.2 Development and maintenance mechanism of the ˆ E SAO
van Loon (1967) showed the South Hemisphere SAO around the Antarctica is
developed by the response of the atmospheric circulation to the north-south land-ocean
thermal contrast between the Antarctica and the ocean. In contrast, Wikle and Chen
(1996) inferred the North Pacific SAO is the atmospheric response to the east-west landocean thermal contrast. Applying the atmospheric energetic analysis, Chen and WiinNielsen (1976) demonstrated the direct response of the atmospheric circulation to
diabatic heating is the development of atmospheric divergent circulation. Thus, the
rotational circulation is generated and maintained by the interaction between the
divergence and rotational flows. The mechanism to maintain this rotational flow by
diabatic heating was made clear through divergent circulations by Chen and WillNielsen’s energetics scheme, but the spatial illustration of this mechanism is limited by
the global-mean energy budget. For this reason, the streamfunction budget analysis will
be used to illustrate the development mechanism of the SAO rotational circulation
(depicted with streamfunction) by the divergent circulation (depicted with velocity
potential  ) through the  -  interaction, included in the streamfunction budget
analysis (Sanders 1984). On the other hand, the maintenance of the SAO divergent
circulation will be elucidated by the velocity potential maintenance equation (Chen and
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Yen 1991a).
a. Development mechanism of the ˆ E SAO: Streamfunction budget analysis
According to the Eq. (2), ˆ Et tendency is generated by the counteraction between
two dynamic processes: 1) ˆ EA horizontal advection of vorticity and 2) ˆ E convergence
of vorticity flux associated with divergent flow. The former process distributes vorticity,
while the latter process generates vorticity. The EOF analysis of the ˆ E (200hPa) budget
is performed to illustrate how the (200hPa) SAO is generated through the counteraction
between ˆ EA and ˆ E . Results of this EOF analysis shown in Fig. 3 are characterized by
the following salient features:
(1) About 89% of the individual variances of ˆ Et (200hPa) and (ˆ EA  ˆ E )(200hPa) are
explained by the first eigenmodes.
(2) The

spatial

structures

for

eigenvectors

E1[ ˆ Et (200hPa)](Fig.3a)

and

E1[(ˆ EA ˆ E )(200hPa)] (Fig. 3b) resemble each other.
(3) The eigencoefficients time series for C1[ˆ Et (200hPa)] and C1[(ˆ EA  ˆ E )(200hPa))]
shown in Fig.3c coincide with their maxima (minma) appearing in March/September
(June/ December), a month ahead of the eigencoefficient time series for C1[ ˆ E
(200hPa)](Fig. 1c).
It is revealed from these EOF analysis features for the ˆ E budget that the ˆ E
(200hPa) SAO is caused by the adjustment of the dynamic processes (ˆ EA  ˆ E )(200hPa).
To substantiate this argument, one may perform the time integrations for ˆ Et and

ˆ EA ˆ E at 200hPa by a simple trapezoid rule,
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ˆ Eo (T  t )  ˆ Eo (T )  

T  t

T

and

ˆ ED (T  t )  ˆ Eo (T )  

ˆ Et (t )dt,

T  t

T

(ˆ EA  ˆ E )dt.

(10a)
(10b)

Based on the time series for C1[ ˆ Et (200hPa)] and C1[( ˆ EA  ˆ E )(200hPa)](Fig. 3e),
choose T=February and t  two months for integrations needed for both Eqs. (10a) and
(10b). Both ˆ Eo (April) and ˆ ED (April) are shown in Figs. 4a and b, respectively. The
ratio for RMS [ˆ Eo (200hPa)]/RMS[ˆ E (200hPa)] and [ˆ ED (200hPa)]/RMS[ˆ E (200hPa)],
where ˆ E (200hPa) is prepared directly with the NCEP GFS initial analyses, are 97 and
91%, respectively.
Because the evolution of the SAO ˆ Et is a result of the counteraction between the
two dynamic processes—ˆ EA and ˆ E , one may wonder how this counteraction really
work. To clarify this concern, the EOF analyses for ˆ EA (200hPa) and ˆ E (200hPa) are
shown in the left and right columns of Fig. 5, respectively. The variance explained by the
first eigenmodes of these two variables are 90 and 86%, respectively. Despite this slight
difference in variance explained by these two eigenmodes, the maximum/minimum of
eigenvalues in the C1[ˆ E (200hPa)](Fig. 5f) are somewhat larger than those for C1[ˆ EA
(200hPa)](Fig. 5c). The time series for these two eigenvalues are coincident. The spatial
structures for both E1[ ˆ E (200hPa)](Fig. 5d) and E1[ ˆ EA (200hPa)](Fig. 5a) resemble
each other, but are spatially out-of-phase. Dynamically, this disparity of spatial structure
means the vorticity produced by vortex stretching is distributed by the horizontal
distribution vorticity. On the other hand, it is surprising to find the second eigenmodes of

ˆ E (200hPa) and ˆ EA (200hPa) still exhibit a similar spatial structure, but spatially out-of-
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phase. The former eigenmode explains 14% variance for ˆ E (200hPa), while the latter
eigenmode explains only 10% for ˆ EA (200hPa). Note, the time series for C2[ ˆ E
(200hPa)] (Fig. 5f) and C2[ ˆ EA (200hPa)] (Fig. 5c) coincide with those for C1[ ˆ Et
(200hPa)] (Fig. 3a) and C1[( ˆ EA + ˆ E )(200hPa)] (Fig. 3b).

Apparently, the first

eigenmode for ˆ Et (200hPa) and ( ˆ EA + ˆ E )(200hPa) are formed by the second
eigenmodes for ˆ EA (200hPa) and ˆ E (200hPa).
Recall the SAO ˆ E (200hPa) shown in Fig. 1c was isolated from the monthly
mean  E (200hPa) field. To express the streamfunction budget equation for ˆ E in terms
of monthly-mean variables ( ) S in Eq. (3), the  E SAO should be developed by (ˆ EA +


ˆ E ) and ˆ E . The EOF analyses of these processes at 200hPa are presented in Figs. 3c


and d, respectively. The first eigenmodes for both (ˆ EA +ˆ E )(200hPa) and ˆ E (200hPa)
resemble the first engenmodes for both ˆ Et (200hPa) (Fig. 3a) and (ˆ EA +ˆ E )(200hPa)
(Fig. 3b) in several ways: (1) their first eigenmodes are always dominant one with the
explained variance over 85%, (2) both spatial structures depicted by their eigenvectors
resemble each other, and (3) time evolution of their eigenvalues are coherent with their
maximum (minimum) values in March/September (June/December). However, the most
important feature revealed from this comparison is the maximum/minimum values for


C1[(ˆ EA + ˆ E )(200hPa)] and C1[ ˆ E (200hPa)] are 65.3 and 37.7 m2s-2, respectively.
The combination of

these two eigenmodes

sums

and is

close to

either

maximum/minimum values for C1[ˆ Et (200hPa)] 104.6m2s-2 and C1[(ˆ EA +ˆ E )(200hPa)]
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104.5 m2s-2. Apparently, the ˆ Et (200hPa) tendency obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3) should
be the same.


Contributions from ( ˆ EA + ˆ E )(200hPa) and ˆ E (200hPa) from the

monthly-mean and transient components in Eq. (3) combined reach a maximum
(minimum) eigenvalue of 103m2s-2, close to those of C1[ ˆ Et (850hPa)] and C1[(ˆ EA +

ˆ E )(850hPa)] in Eq. (2). Dynamically, the ˆ E (200hPa) SAO is developed by these two
processes: (1) the forcing by the SAO mode of the NH circulation, and (2) the feedback
modulation by the transient mode, as explored by Nakamura (1992) and Newton (2004).
The first aspect will be illustrated in Section 3.2b, while the second aspect will be
presented in Section 4.
b. Maintenance mechanism of the ˆ E SAO: The  –maintenance equation
Chen and Wiin-Nielsen (1976) showed the kinetic energy of atmospheric
rotational flow (one order of magnitude in speed larger than the divergence flow) is
supplied by diabatic heating through the divergent circulation. This energetic argument
relates conceptually to the diabatic heating and rotational circulation through divergent
circulation, but may not easily be illustrated from a geographic perspective. However,
the chain relationship between diabatic heating, divergent, and rotational flow can be
established by a different approach. The maintenance of divergent circulation by diabatic
heating may be elucidated with the velocity potential maintenance equation (Chen and
Yen 1991a, b).

Then, the development of the atmospheric rotational circulation is

established by the interaction between divergent and rotational flows through the
streamfunction budget (Sanders 1984).
According to Eq. (2), the ˆ Et (200hPa) tendency is attributed to the dynamic
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processes involved by two frequency regimes—the monthly-mean and transient modes.
Because the SAO ˆ E mode presented in Fig. 1c is isolated from the monthly-mean
streamfunction field, the dynamic processes to maintain the SAO ˆ E can be illustrated by
the monthly-mean variables. ˆ E supplies vorticity through convergence of vorticity flux,
but the supplied vorticity is distributed by horizontal advection of vorticity ˆ EA . Likely,
the rotational flow of the SAO ˆ E is driven by divergent flow through convergence of
vorticity flux, which may be simplified by the following approximates:

 / f ~ Ro  1 in middle-high latitudes, and
v D  / f   VD ~ L / a (L and a are the characteristic lengths of any concerned

disturbance and radius of the earth, respectively) << 1.
Thus, ˆ E may be approximated as the following form,
ˆ )~
ˆ
ˆ E   2 {  [VD (  f )]} ~
   2 ( f   V
D   f E

(11)

The development of rotational circulation can be achieved by divergent flows
through the ˆ E tendency induced by vortex stretching. The analysis of  f ̂ E (200hPa)
may provide guidance to explore how diabatic heating affects the evolution of the SAO
ˆ E . Figure 6 shows the second eigenmode of  f ̂ E (200hPa). The spatial structure of

E2(  f ̂ E ) is characterized by a north-south stratification of positive and negative
values over the North Pacific. Time series of C2(  f ̂ E ) coincides with the ˆ Et (200hPa)
tendency (Fig. 1c). Apparently, the development of the ˆ E (200hPa) SAO should be
affected by diabatic heating through the ̂ E (200hPa) field.
In view of the characteristics of the second eigenmode of  2 ( f ˆ E ) shown in
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Fig. 6, let us focus on the eigenmodes for all ̂ ( ) variables in Eq. (5), which exhibit the
same characteristics as the second eigenmode of  2 ( f ˆ E ) . Salient features of these
eigenmodes (Fig. 7) are:
(1) Analyzing the winter stationary wave in the Northern Hemisphere, Chen (2005) found

 Q E (200hPa) contributes about 93% of the  E (200hPa) variance in the tropics, but
both  Q E (200hPa) and  HE (200hPa) constitute 51 and 49% variance of  E (200hPa),
respectively. Thus, we do not expect the ̂ E (200hPa) field in middle-high latitudes is
maintained primarily by diabatic heating. In other words, the ̂ E (200hPa) field
should be formed by both sensible heat advection and diabatic heating. Based on
 computed with the
practical computations, we find the difference between ̂ HE

current form in Eq. (5) and with the form in place  V   T  by    (V T ) is
~10%. Because the latter form has been used by a number of studies (e.g. Lau and
Wallace 1979) to depict the impact of the transient activity on the atmospheric
 . E1[ ̂ E (200hPa)] and E1
circulation, we should use the latter form to estimate ̂ HE

 (200hPa)], shown in Figs. 7a and b, exhibit a close resemblance in
[ ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE
their spatial structure, with their major centers located in the tropics. Maximum

 ] match well and the time series
values for C1[ ̂ E (200hPa)] and C1[ ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE
of these two eigenvalues coincide.

t
Note, ̂ HE
(200hPa) does not exhibit an

eigenmode to match with these two eigenmodes. Judging the spatial structures for

 )(200hPa)], these two eigenmodes
both E1[ ̂ E (200hPa)] and E1[( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE
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are basically generated by tropical diabatic heating. To substantiate this inference,
E1[  Q (200hPa)] is displaced in Fig. 7c. The major component for ̂ E (200hPa) is
derived from ̂ Q E (200hPa), as indicated by the maximum/minimum for C1[ ̂ Q E
(200hPa)] is 40.3 against 54.3 for C1[ ̂ E (200hPa)]. The ratio of these two values is
close to 3/4. In other words, the eigenmode of ̂ E (200hPa) is a tropical. On the
other hand, the spatial structure of E1[ ̂ E (200hPa)] does not match with E1[ ˆ Et
(200hPa)](Fig. 3a) and time series of C1[ ̂ E (200hPa)] is a month ahead of C1[ˆ Et
(200hPa)](Fig. 3e). In other words, this eigenmode of ̂ E (200hPa) does not maintain
the ˆ E SAO.

 )(200hPa), and individual
(2) The second eigenmodes of ̂ E (200hPa), ( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE
variables in the second variables are displayed in Figs. 8a-d. Regardless of their
magnitude, all eigenmodes exhibit a north-south stratification of the east-west
elongated anomalies over the North Pacific. This spatial structure of the response of
the divergent circulation to the second eigenmodes of diabatic heating, sensible heat
advection and convergence of transient heat flux combined is depicted by

 )(200hPa)] which resemble E2[ ˆ E (200hPa)](Fig.5e).
E2[( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE
 )
Maximum/minimum values of C2[ ̂ E (200hPa)] and C2[( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE
(200hPa) ] are very comparable. Although we do not mean to neglect the second
t
 (200hPa)] shows
eigenmodes for C2[ ̂ HE
(200hPa)], C2[ ̂ Q E (200hPa)], and C2[ ˆ HE

comparable maximum/minimum eigenvalues.

The combination of these two
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eigenvalues is comparable to the maximum/minimum values for C1[ ̂ E (200hPa)].
This contrast indicates the SAO mode of ̂ E development/maintenance of the ˆ E
 SAO modes.
SAO mode is primarily achieved by both the ̂ Q E and ̂ HE

This

finding is consistent with Chen’s (2005) observation concerning the effect of diabatic
heating and sensible heat advection on the maintenance of stationary waves in the
Northern Hemisphere by the  E in middle-high latitudes.
4. Winter Suppression and Feedback Impact of Transient Activity on the SAO
a. Hydrological cycle
Because precipitation is primarily maintained by the convergence of water vapor
flux, the atmospheric hydrological cycle should respond to the change in precipitation.
The SAO of the atmospheric circulation over the North Pacific Ocean is driven and
maintained by the ̂ E SAO. Therefore, precipitation and hydrological variables within
the context of the atmospheric hydrological cycle should also undergo such a SAO.
Nakamura (1992) pointed out the link of moisture with the "midwinter suppression", but
it was not clear how this midwinter suppression of moisture is related to the SAO.
According to the relationship between precipitation and convergence of water vapor flux,
the SAO of the atmospheric hydrological cycle should be linked to the atmospheric SAO
through divergent circulation. This relationship will be explored in terms of the water
vapor budget analysis in a hemispheric perspective. It was shown in section 3.2b the  E
field undergoes a clear SAO along the storm track (Blackmon et al. 1977) over the North
Pacific.

The precipitation along this storm track should be maintained by the

convergence of water vapor flux    Q affected by the SAO ̂ E mode. Thus, we
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expect the W field should also exhibit a SAO along the storm track in the North Pacific,
too. This expectation is realized by Fig. 9a, which shows the existence of this WE SAO
mode depicted by E1( Ŵ E ), a north-south stratification of Ŵ E along the North Pacific
storm track. According to Eq. (10), the Ŵ E SAO should follow the corresponding E1
( ŴWt E ) (Fig. 9b), the maximum/minimum values of C1 ( ̂Wt E ) is a month ahead of
C1( Ŵ E ). Because ̂Wt E is maintained by the two hydrological processes –( ̂ QE + ̂ PE )
combined, it is not surprising to find the spatial structure of E1[–( ̂ QE + ̂ PE )] (Fig. 9c)
resembles that for ̂Wt E . Apparently, the development of the ̂W E SAO is attributed to
the imbalance between the two hydrological ̂ QE and ̂ PE .
Contributions from the monthly-mean mode  ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) and the transient
mode   Q E are separated in Eq. (9). The most basic hydrological processes to maintain
the precipitable water is the maintenance of precipitation by a convergence of water
vapor flux. According to Eq. (9), the development of the Ŵ SAO mode depicted by the

̂Wt E variable is primarily attributed to two hydrological processes:  ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) and
  Q E . The development/ maintenance of the Ŵ SAO mode is accomplished not only

by the monthly-mean mode (used to depict the SAO), but also contributed by the
transient activity. Spatial structure for E1( ̂Wt E ) (Fig. 9b), E1[  ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) ] (Fig. 9e),
and E1(   Q E )(Fig. 9d) are characterized by a north-south stratification over the North
Pacific. Additionally, shown in Fig. 9f, maximum/minimum values of C1( ̂Wt E ) are
comparable to those for C1[  ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) ] and C1(  ̂ Q E ) combined. Generally, it may
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be perceived that precipitable water is distributed by the atmospheric circulation.
However, the Ŵ E SAO developed/maintained by the hydrological process expressed by
Eq. (11) provides a depiction of the Ŵ SAO development more complex than our
general perception of the atmospheric hydrological cycle. In addition to the adjustment
by the imbalance between the ̂ QE and  ̂ PE processes of the monthly-mean mode, the
development of the Ŵ E SAO includes the feedback interaction of the transient activity
 ̂ Q E with the Ŵ E SAO.

b. Winter suppression and feedback interaction of the transient activity
Comparing the role of monthly-mean eddies to maintain the atmospheric general
circulation, transient vorticity flux (Lau 1979), transient heat flux (Lau and Wallace
1979), and transient water vapor flux (Chen 1985) play secondary roles. The SAO was
depicted by Weickmann and Chervin (1988) with 10 day-mean wind vectors and by
Wikle and Chen (1996) with monthly-mean geopotential height. It was revealed from
diagnostic analyses of Eqs. (3), (7), and (9) that the SAO development in variables ˆ E ,
̂ E and Ŵ E are responses of these variables to adjustments of these monthly mean

variables through the following dynamic, thermodynamic, and hydrological processes,
respectively,

ˆ Et ~ (ˆ EA  ˆ E ), 


ˆ E ~ ( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE ), 
t
~ ( ˆ QE
and ˆWE


 ˆ PE ).

(12)

However, the winter suppression of the transient activity along the North Pacific storm
track is a salient feature of the winter atmospheric circulation (Nakamura 1992, Newton
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2004). Of course, one can expect this transient activity would be modulated by the SAO.
Previous studies (Branstator 1995, Hoskins et al. 1987) showed the possible feedback
interaction of the transient activity with the midlatitude jet maintains the jet along the
storm track. Note, the midlatitude jet is also modulated by the SAO, as indicated by Fig.
1b. The development of SAO can be contributed by the feedback interactions of the
modulated transient activity through the following relationships:

ˆ Et ~ ˆ E [   2 (  V ) E ], 


 [   2 (  VT ) E ], 
ˆ E ~ ˆ HE


ˆ
2
t
and ˆW E ~ ˆ Q E [  (  QD ) E ]. 

(13)


 , ˆ Q E ) are shown in Fig.
The latitude-time diagrams for (ˆ E , ̂ E , Ŵ E ) and (ˆ E , ˆ HE
10. These SAO variables and their corresponding tendencies expressed in Eq. (12)
shown are spatially and temporally in quadrature. (ˆ E , ̂ E , Ŵ E ) reached their minimum


values in January (midwinter suppression), but preceded by the minimum values of (ˆ E ,
 , ˆ Q E ) in December, a month ahead. As indicated by Eq. (13), SAOs would be fed
ˆ HE

back by the transient activity through the corresponding convergence of transient eddy
fluxes.
It was shown in Fig. 1b that û E (200hPa, 50°N) reaches its minimum value over
the North Pacific in January/July, when ˆ E (200hPa, 40°N) reaches its minimum value.


This minimum ˆ E (200hPa) center at 40°N is preceded by the minimum value of  ˆ E
(200hPa) in December/June.

The “midwinter suppression” of the transient activity

observed by Nakamura (1992) and Newton (2004) actually occurs in January/July, a
month ahead of their observations.

This "one-month difference" is due to the
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methodology by these studies to do of their phase assessment for zonal wind and variance
of geopotential departure. On the other hand, the feedback interaction for the transient
activity is well reflected by contributions of the ( ˆ Et , ̂ E , ̂ Wt E ) tendencies on the
evolution for the ( ˆ E , ̂ E , Ŵ E ) SAOs, as indicated by the temporal quadrature
relationship between them.
The storm track associated with the Aleutian low exists in the North Pacific, while
that associated with the Icelandic low appears in the North Atlantic. However, both
Nakamura (1992) and Newton (2004) noted the “midwinter suppression” of the transient
activity only occurs over the North Pacific, not over the North Atlantic. It is inferred
from the analysis of the  -maintenance equation that the development mechanism for
SAO over the North Pacific is a result of the atmospheric response to the north-south
differential heating generated by the thermal contrast between the land mass of Siberia
and the Alaska Peninsula, and the North Pacific, and the heat advection along the storm
track there. In contrast, the connection between the Arctic Ocean and the North Atlantic
is an open ocean formed by the Greenland Sea and the Norwegian Sea. Because there is
no strong land-ocean thermal contrast to maintain the north-south differential heating as
the North Pacific, the SAO does not appear over the North Atlantic. The transient
activity along the North Atlantic storm track is not modulated by the SAO as the North
Pacific.
5. Concluding Remarks
The midwinter suppression of the cyclone activity identified by Nakamura (1992)
was linked to the north-south oscillation of the North Pacific jet stream observed by
Newton (2004). In fact, it was also pointed out by Newton (2004) this jet oscillation is
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also coupled with the opposite oscillation of westerlies over the Asia continent upstream
of the North Pacific jet and over the North American continent downstream of this jet.
Performing the EOF analysis of û E (200hPa) and ˆ E (200hPa), we find the north-south
oscillation of the North Pacific jet stream is caused primarily by the semiannual
oscillation (SAO) of the eddy zonal wind and streamfunction. However, some concerns
of these salient circulation features were raised: (1) how the midwinter suppression of the
cyclone activity is related to the SAO of the North Pacific circulation, and (2) why should
the SAO of the jet/circulation occur only in the North Pacific, but not over the North
Atlantic?
Because the SAO can be well depicted by the ˆ E field, the ˆ E budget analysis
was performed to search for the cause of the ˆ E SAO. It is revealed from the ˆ E
budget analysis at 200hPa that the ˆ E SAO is basically developed through the
adjustment/counteraction between the dynamic processes ˆ EA and ˆ E .

The former

distributed the vorticity produced by the latter process, i.e. the vortex stretching caused
by the ̂ E SAO. Performing the EOF analysis of the ˆ E (200hPa) budget, we find the
first eigenmodes for ˆ Et (200hPa) and (ˆ EA +ˆ E )(200hPa) exhibit a resembling spatial
structure with a clear north-south differentiation of the east-west elongated anomalies.
The time series for these two eigenmodes' eigenvalues coincide with maximum
(minimum) values occurred in March/September (May/December). Apparently, the
development of the ˆ E SAO is caused by the adjustment between ˆ EA and ˆ E .
The SAO ˆ E mode was isolated with the monthly-mean  E field. Thus, the ˆ E
budget equation was reformulated in such a way that we separate the adjustment
processes by the vorticity advection and convergence of vorticity flux with contributions
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from the monthly-mean and transient modes. The transient component is expressed as
the convergence of transient vorticity flux. Two important dynamic implications are
revealed from this diagnostic approach:
(1) The convergence of vorticity flux of the monthly-mean mode is a vorticity source to
support the SAO ˆ E tendency.

This dynamic process can be approximated by

 f ̂ E . The ̂ E SAO functions as a major agent for diabatic heating to develop the

SAO ˆ E mode.
(2) The transient activity is modulated by the SAO ˆ E mode in such a way that a
feedback interaction of this transient activity with the SAO ˆ E strengthens the
development of the SAO ˆ E mode.
The ̂ E SAO mode in the tropics is more or less generated by diabatic heating,
but is developed about equally in the middle-high latitudes by both diabatic heating and
sensible heat advection. For the latter region, the response of the ̂ E SAO mode to both
diabatic heating and sensible heat advection exhibit a clear north-south differentiation
caused by the land-ocean thermal contract between the land mass of Siberia and Alaska,
and the North Pacific ocean. This north-south differentiation of the ˆ E SAO mode is
basically a response of the atmospheric rotational flow to the north-south land-ocean
thermal contrast through the ̂ E SAO mode. Linked to the Arctic Ocean through the
Greenland Sea and the Norwegian Sea, the North Atlantic lacks the north-south landocean thermal contrast.

Consequently, the ˆ E SAO does not exist over the North

Atlantic.
It was shown in terms of the streamfunction budget contributed by the monthlymean and transient modes the transient activity is modulated by the SAO mode in such a
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way to have its “midwinter suppression” in December. The feedback interaction of this
transient activity with the SAO ˆ E mode collaborate with the monthly-mean mode to
generate a cyclonic ˆ E anomaly over the North Pacific and the weakening of the
midlatitude maximum westerlies during January. The feedback effect of the convergence
of transient heat and water vapor fluxes also weaken the SAO ̂ E and Ŵ E mode in
January. Apparently, the “midwinter suppression” of the transient activity is a precursor
to the weakening (strengthening) of the SAO in January/July (April/October).
In retrospect, the “midwinter suppression” of the transient activity is an indication
of the SAO of the atmospheric circulation. This salient feature of the winter atmospheric
circulation over the North Pacific and the lack of this circulation feature in the North
Atlantic may be an interesting aspect to validate the global climate simulation.
Weickmann and Chervin (1988) showed the NCAR community climate mode was able to
simulate the SAO mode in the Northern Hemisphere to some extent. The relationship
between the SAO and the transient activity by the modulation of the latter by the former
and by the feedback impact of the latter on the former may form a rigorous validation of
the simulated SAO by the global climate model beyond Weickmann and Chervin’s (1988)
original effort.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 3-1 The annual mean  (200hPa) superimposed with the root-mean-square (RMS)
of û E (200hPa), (b) eigenvector (E1) and eigencoefficient time series (C1), and
variance (%) explained by the first û E (200hPa) eigenmode. Easterly anomalies
are marked by an open vector, while westerly anomalies are marked by a solid
vector, (c) eigenvector (E1) and eigencoefficient (C1) of the first ˆ E (200hPa)
eigenmode.
Fig. 3-2 Latitude-time YT diagrams of (a) û E (200hPa) and (b) û (200hPa) along 170°E180º. The RMS ratio between û E (200hPa) and û (200hPa) is about 95%.
Contour intervals of both û E (200hPa) and û (200hPa) are 1m∙s-1.
Fig. 3-3 First eigenvector (E1) and variance (%) of (a) ˆ t , (b) (ˆ EA  ˆ E ) , (c)

(ˆ EA  ˆ E ) , (d)ˆ E' at 200hPa. The corresponded eigencoefficient time series
(C1) are displayed in (e). The variance for each variable explained by its first
eigenmode is attached to its eigenvector.
Fig. 3-4 Time integrations of ˆ E (200hPa) from February to April with (a)ˆ Et (200hPa)
and (b) (ˆ EA  ˆ E ) (200hPa) by a simple trapezoid rule, and (c) is observed ˆ E
(200hPa) in April prepared directly with analysis.
Fig. 3-5 (a) First eigenvector (E1) and (b) second eigenvector (E2) of ˆ EA (200hPa), with
(c) their corresponding eigencoefficient time series. (d)-(f) are same as (a)-(c),
except for ˆ E '(200hPa).
Fig. 3-6 (a) Eigenvector (E2) and (b) eigencoefficient (C2) of the second eigenmode of
 f ̂ E (200hPa).
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Fig. 3-7 First eigenvector (E1) of (a) ̂ E (200hPa), (b) ( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE ) (200hPa), and
(c) ̂ Q E , and (d) all corresponding eigencoefficient time series.
Fig. 3-8 Second eigenvector (E2) of (a) ̂ E (200hPa), (b) ̂ Q E (200hPa), and (c) ̂ HE , (d)

 , and (e) all corresponding eigencoefficient
the first eigenvector (E1) of ˆ HE
time series.
Fig. 3-9 First eigenvector (E1) of (a) Ŵ E , (b) ̂ Wt E , (c)  ( ˆ Q  ˆ PE ) , (d)  ˆ Q E , (e)
 ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) , and (f) all eigencoefficient time series for (a)-(c) are in (f).

Fig. 3-10 Latitude-time diagrams of (a) ˆ E (200hPa), (b)  ̂ E (200hPa), (c) Ŵ E , (d) ˆ E'
 (200hPa), and (f)  ˆ Q E . Note, Ŵ E is averaged over the
(200hPa), (e)  ˆ HE

longitudinal zone 130°E-140ºE, but other variables are averaged over 170°E180º.
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Fig. 3-1

The annual mean  (200hPa) superimposed with the root-mean-square
(RMS) of û E (200hPa), (b) eigenvector (E1) and eigencoefficient time series
(C1), and variance (%) explained by the first û E (200hPa) eigenmode.
Easterly anomalies are marked by an open vector, while westerly anomalies
are marked by a solid vector, (c) eigenvector (E1) and eigencoefficient (C1)
of the first ˆ E (200hPa) eigenmode.
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Fig. 3-2

Latitude-time YT diagrams of (a) û E (200hPa) and (b) û (200hPa) along
170°E-180º. The RMS ratio between û E (200hPa) and û (200hPa) is about
95%. Contour intervals of both û E (200hPa) and û (200hPa) are 1m∙s-1.
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Fig. 3-3

First eigenvector (E1) and variance (%) of (a) ˆ t , (b) (ˆ EA  ˆ E ) , (c)
(ˆ EA  ˆ E ) , (d) ˆ E at 200hPa. The corresponded eigencoefficient time
series (C1) are displayed in (e). The variance for each variable explained by
its first eigenmode is attached to its eigenvector.
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Fig. 3-4

Time integrations of ˆ E (200hPa) from February to April with (a) ˆ Et

(200hPa) and (b) (ˆ EA  ˆ E ) (200hPa) by a simple trapezoid rule, and (c) is
observed ˆ E (200hPa) in April prepared directly with analysis.
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Fig. 3-5

(a) First eigenvector (E1) and (b) second eigenvector (E2) of ˆ EA (200hPa),
with (c) their corresponding eigencoefficient time series. (d)-(f) are same as
(a)-(c), except for ˆ E (200hPa).
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Fig. 3-6

(a) Eigenvector (E2) and (b) eigencoefficient (C2) of the second eigenmode of
 f ̂ E (200hPa)
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Fig. 3-7

First eigenvector (E1) of (a) ̂ E (200hPa), (b) ( ˆ Q E  ˆ HE  ˆ HE ) (200hPa),
and (c) ̂ Q E , and (d) all corresponding eigencoefficient time series.
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Fig. 3-8

Second eigenvector (E2) of (a) ̂ E (200hPa), (b) ̂ Q E (200hPa), and (c) ̂ HE ,

 , and (e)
(d) the first eigenvector (E1) of ˆ HE
eigencoefficient time series.

all corresponding
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Fig. 3-9

First eigenvector (E1) of (a) Ŵ E , (b) ̂ Wt E , (c)  ( ˆ Q  ˆ PE ) , (d)  ˆ Q E , (e)
 ( ˆ QE  ˆ PE ) , and (f) all eigencoefficient time series for (a)-(c) are in (f).
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Fig. 3-10 Latitude-time diagrams of (a) ˆ (200hPa), (b)  ̂ (200hPa), (c) Ŵ , (d)
E
E
E
 (200hPa), and (f)  ˆ Q E . Note, Ŵ E is averaged over
ˆ E (200hPa), (e)  ˆ HE

the longitudinal zone 130°E-140ºE, but other variables are averaged over
170°E-180º
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
This study has three parts. First part focuses on the impact of summer time polar
region short wave teleconnection on the wildfire along boreal forest. Second part focuses
on the impact of the wintertime north Pacific short wave teleconnection on storm activity
over north Pacific Ocean, cold air outbreak, and blizzard on North America.

Third part

focuses on the impact of semiannual oscillation on the transient activity and precipitation
over the north Pacific Ocean. The brief description of research question raised in the
introduction and research result are listed below.
1. Summer
The boreal forest in the high-latitude polar region is one of the last frontier forests
on the earth. Increasing amounts of global climate change research have directed
scientists’ attention to the incidence of wildfires in the boreal forests throughout the last
decade. Wildfires not only destroy forest resources and impact wildlife and human
property but also affect the freshwater supply and release of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. A favorable environment in which a wildfire can flourish is complex, but it
can be classified according to biological and meteorological factors. This research
focuses on the meteorological factors. Many studies have shown that a dry environment,
high temperature, and anticyclonic anomalous circulation with a few lightning storm
events constitute a favorable environment for wildfires. Many studies have used
statistical methods to estimate the risk of wildfire based on temperature, humidity,
precipitation, and wind. These meteorological variables are forecast by a numerical
model. To improve or verify model performance, it is important to understand the
possible weather patterns and dynamic mechanisms that drive the anomalous circulation
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related to wildfires.
The most interesting feature of wildfire distribution in the Arctic region is its
relationship to the distribution of precipitation over the land. To understand how it
happens, in this study, we analyzed the time variation in wildfires and precipitation. The
results showed high interannual variability in precipitation and wildfires in high-wildfire
areas. These high-wildfire and high-interannual variability places are in East Siberia,
Alaska, and the Mackenzie River basin. These three areas also have more precipitation
than other places in the Arctic. Higher precipitation in the wet season may allow the
growth of more trees in forests. The high density of the forest in these three places may
cause more severe wildfires during the dry season.
The impact of atmospheric circulation is also an important factor in this study.
Hence, correlations and a composite analysis method were applied in this study to find
the possible anomalous circulation related to the anomalous precipitation and wildfire
incidence in the boreal forests. The composite results of water vapor transport and
divergence of water vapor were applied in this study to understand how circulation
affected precipitation to create a favorable dry environment for wildfires. The results
show that years with low precipitation and high wildfire occurrence are related to
anomalous anticyclonic circulation and divergence of water vapor. This anomalous
circulation during years of high wildfire frequency will reduce water vapor transport from
low latitudes to the polar region. The lower the amount of water vapor that exists in the
atmosphere, the lower the value of humidity in the air will be. Environments that are drier
are most favorable for wildfires. Small storms and slight lightning will trigger the spread
of wildfires.
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In climatology, precipitation extends from the midlatitudes to the polar region
through East Siberia, Alaska, and the Mackenzie River basin. The circulation pattern in
East Siberia is out of phase and vertical. Anticyclonic circulation occurs in the upper
level and cyclonic circulation in the low level, creating monsoon circulation. Water vapor
transport into Manchuria and East Siberia is driven by the low-level monsoon to the south
in East Asia, and accumulated water vapor causes the convergence of water vapor in East
Siberia.
The other common feature of the composite is the anomalous short-wave pattern
in the polar region. This anomalous short-wave pattern is baroclinic in the vertical. When
the anticyclonic center of this short-wave anomalous circulation propagation moves
across East Siberia, the anomalous anticyclonic circulation will weaken the monsoon
circulation in East Siberia. When the monsoon circulation becomes weakened, water
vapor transport is reduced. Then it becomes dry in East Siberia and the frequency of
wildfire increases.
Alaska is located in the downstream of the North Pacific storm track. The North
Pacific subtropic anticyclone drives southwesterly from the western to the northeastern
Pacific, providing a water vapor source for Alaska. When the short-wave anomalous
circulation moves to Alaska, anticyclonic/cyclonic anomalous circulation will
increase/decrease water vapor support, affecting the amount of precipitation and the
occurrence of wildfires.
In terms of climatology, the upper level of the Mackenzie River exhibits an
anticyclonic circulation pattern. In the low level, it is located between the Pacific
subtropical anticyclone and the Atlantic subtropical anticyclone. The LLJ in North
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America transports water vapor from the Gulf of Mexico to the Central Plains and then
extends to the northwest region of the country. The accumulated water vapor causes
convergence of the water vapor. The Pacific storm track along the northern boundary of
the summertime Pacific subtropic anticyclonic pattern also transports water vapor into
this region. The incidence of wildfires decreases as convergences of water vapor and
precipitation increase. When the anticyclonic anomalous circulation of the short-wave
pattern passes across the Mackenzie River basin, the anticyclonic anomalous circulation
will be enhanced, the convergence of water vapor transport will be weakened, and
precipitation will decrease. The air in the Mackenzie River basin will become dry and
create a favorable environment for wildfires.
The eastward propagation of this anomalous short-wave pattern in the polar
region was recently studied by Chen et al. (2012). They used wildfires in the Mackenzie
River basin to create a lag correlation with atmospheric circulation. The results show that
the short-wave anomaly propagated from East Siberia to northeast America during four
years. To confirm the results illustrated in the x-t diagram, a horizontal chart for one of
the eastward propagation cycles (i.e., from 1980 to 1992) is plotted. The results show that
the divergence center of water vapor flux propagated from central Asia in 1980, moved
eastwardly to Alaska in 1986 and then to the Mackenzie River basin in 1988 prior to
reaching Europe in 1992. The composite streamfunctionand potential function charts
show that the streamfunctionis in quadrature with the potential function. This quadrature
relationship between the rotational and divergent circulation can be explained by the
middle-latitude short-wave dynamic (Chen 2002). The composite of water vapor flux
showed the transport of water vapor by rotational wind. Wildfires are concentrated on the
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left side of cyclonic centers and on the right side of anticyclonic centers. In the composite
of the convergence of water vapor flux, the convergence of water vapor flux is out of
phase with wildfires.
The anomalous circulation goes through the water vapor supply to dominate the
wet/dry condition in the Arctic polar regime. The water vapor supply not only creates the
boreal forest in the Arctic regime (Yoon and Chen 2006) but also creates wildfires when
water vapor support is short in dry years. The eastward propagation of high-latitude
anomalous short-wave circulation can enhance the ridge of a stationary wave and create a
stronger anticyclonic circulation. Anticyclonic circulation will transport and disperse
water vapor, creating a favorable environment for wildfires. More understanding of the
interannual variation of anomalous short-wave circulation was discussed in Chen et al.
(2012). This study and future studies will be helpful for wildfire forecasting in the boreal
forest.
2. Winter
In the beginning of this study, the literature review showed that previous studies
on climate variation focused mainly on planetary-scale long-wave oscillations. This longwave teleconnection (eq. ENSO, PNA, AO, NAO) has been applied to almost every
study of the interannual variation of many meteorological variables or weather
phenomena (eq. precipitation, storm activity, temperature, etc.). However, the interannual
variation of some weather phenomena or variables still cannot be explained well by the
anomalous circulation caused by long-wave teleconnection. Like the interannual variation
of the East Asian cold surge (Chen 2004), the cold surge vortex in Southeast Asia (Chen
2002) and blocking days in the Northeast Pacific were explained by the wintertime cross-
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North Pacific, anomalous short-wave circulation. A previous study suggested the possible
impact on the downstream by short-wave anomalous circulation. In this study, we will
test these suggested impacts caused by short-wave anomalous circulation.
Storm activity is the important weather phenomenon along the storm track over
the North Pacific Ocean during the winter. Recent studies have found that anomalous
storm activity has not only a north-south oscillation but also an east-west oscillation.
Typically, PNA or AO were used to explain the north-south oscillation, but these two
interannual modes could not explain the east-west oscillation well. This study used the
short-wave anomalous circulation to explain the east-west oscillation. The results show
that the east-west oscillation of the storm activity over the North Pacific Ocean is affected
by the North Pacific short-wave train.
North America is on the downstream side of the North Pacific short-wave train. A
cold air outbreak is a major weather disaster during the winter season. A previous study
showed that blizzards that come with cold air outbreaks have interannual variation. There
are more blizzards in cold years than in warm years. Also, the interannual variation of the
blocking in the Northeast Pacific has been proven to be related to the North Pacific shortwave train. The composite analysis in this study showed that, during cold winters, the
North Pacific short-wave train will deepen the trough in the Northwest part of North
America. This will increase the frequency of severe winter storms.
According to this evidence of the impacts of short-wave anomalous circulation on
the weather phenomena from upstream to downstream, the teleconnection between East
Asia and North America is firm. The composite analysis shows that the short-wave
anomalous circulation is clearer and stronger during cold years but weaker during warm
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years. This might be the case because the forcing of this North Pacific short wave is in
the Western Tropical Pacific. The sea surface temperature is higher in the Western
Tropical Pacific during cold years. The PNA pattern is strong during warm years, but the
signal of North Pacific short-wave train is not neglectable during cold years. The
nonlinear effect during warm and cold years is not quite right; the sea surface
temperatures in different locations produce different anomalous circulation in the
atmosphere.
Further study on this topic will involve verifying the forecast output of the model.
If the mode cannot simulate the cross-Pacific short-wave well, the model will have a
problem simulating the weather phenomena in the middle stream and downstream.
CT12 shows that SWT contributes more to anomalous circulation than PNA and
AO in cold years over the North Pacific. The scale separation of 2007’s wave-form
circulation anomaly shows the importance of this SWT. Because storm activity is one of
the most important winter weather phenomena along the middle latitude rainbelt from the
eastern seaboard of East Asia to the western seaboard of North America. An effort is
made in this study to explore the possible impact of SWT on storm activity. The
horizontal scale of SWT is comparable to that of a CAO short-wave train. Because the
CAO is one of the most important winter weather phenomena in North America, an effort
is also made in this study to explore the possible impact of SWT on the North American
weather/climate system through the effect of SWT on the CAO. Because of the
importance of the SWT, the maintenance of the water vapor is also explored. The major
findings of these efforts are summarized as follows:
(1) The impact of the SWT on storm activity in the North Pacific Ocean.
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The SWT affects the strength of the blocking in the east North Pacific Ocean. The
enhanced blocking splits the upper-level jet stream to south and north. The splitting jet
stream will affect the storm track and transient activity. In cold years (La Niña), SWT is
stronger. The enhanced anticyclonic anomaly increased blocking events; the storm track
moved northward and ended near the Gulf of Alaska. This caused more precipitation in
the middle North Pacific Ocean. In high-SWT index years, the cyclonic anomalous
circulation of SWT located west of North America might create a favorable environment
for storm genesis in the northwest part of North America. On the eastern seaboard of
Asia, an anticyclonic anomalous circulation of SWT exits, and the number of storms
generated is reduced.
In the NH midlatitudes, precipitation reaches its maximum along the ocean storm
tracks in winter. The water vapor budget shows that SWT makes a larger contribution to
the divergence of the water vapor flux than the long-wave regime. SWT appears in the
convergence of the water vapor flux (ΔχQ) and the transience of precipitation. The
increasing of precipitation in the middle Pacific and North America during years of a
high-SWT index is maintained mainly by the SWT. The coinciding of ΔχQ, v  2 (850
mb), and PT in the North Pacific Ocean indicates that transients contribute to the
maintenance of precipitation along the storm track.
(2) The impact of SWT on North American cold air outbreaks (CAO) and blizzards.
In this study, we use the criteria of pressure increasing by 5 mb and the
temperature dropping by 5K in a day in the Midwest domain, as defined by Walsh
(2001), to select the CAO cases. The results show that the North American CAO
occurrence undergoes a distinct interannual variation in concert with the SWT index;
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CAO occurs more (less) frequently during winters of high (low) SWT index. In the onset
day of CAO, the short-wave anomalous related to the CAO coincides with SWT in a high
phase, which indicates a possible impact of SWT on the North American weather/climate
system through the effect of SWT on the CAO. The frequency of the CAO is stimulated
by SWT.
3. Semiannual
The “mid-winter suppression” in the north-central Pacific Ocean has attracted
research attention since Nakamura’s (1992) study, and it occurs only in the Pacific
Ocean, not the Atlantic Ocean. Newton (2004) reexamined several previous studies of
storm activity in East Asia and showed a clear, “twice-yearly oscillation.” Many studies
have attempted to discover the mechanism of “mid-winter suppression,” but so far, none
have been able to fully explain this phenomenon.
In this study, we try to find the cause of the north-south oscillation of the jet
stream, the opposite shift of the zonal wind over the continents and ocean, and the
suppression of the transition activity and precipitation in the northwestern Pacific Ocean.
The EOF and Fourier analyses were applied to NCEP GFS data and reveal that the
semiannual oscillation of the North Pacific circulation can be used to explain the
“midwinter suppression.”
The streamfunction (ˆ E ) budget analysis was performed to search for the cause
of the ˆ E SAO. The result shows that the ˆ E (200hPa) SAO is basically developed
through the adjustment/counteraction between the dynamic processes ˆ EA and ˆ E . The
former (ˆ EA ) distributes the vorticity produced by the latter (ˆ E ) process, i.e., the vortex
stretching caused by the ̂ E SAO. After performing EOF analysis for the ˆ E (200hPa)
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budget, we found that the first eigenmodes of streamfunction tendency [ˆ Et (200hPa)]
and ( ˆ EA + ˆ E )(200hPa) exhibited a similar spatial structure, with a clear north-south
differentiation of the east-west elongated anomalies.

The time series of these two

eigenmodes' eigenvalues coincided with maximum (minimum) values that occurred in
March/September (May/December). This result shows the development of an ˆ E SAO is
caused by the adjustment between ˆ EA and ˆ E .
The SAO ˆ E mode was isolated with the monthly-mean  E field. Thus, the ˆ E
budget equation was reformulated in such a way that we separated the adjustment
processes by the vorticity advection and convergence of vorticity flux with contributions
from the monthly-mean and transient modes. The transient component was expressed as
the convergence of the transient vorticity flux. Two important dynamic implications
were revealed from this diagnostic approach:
(1) The convergence of vorticity flux of the monthly-mean mode is a vorticity source that
supports the SAO ˆ E tendency. This dynamic process can be approximated by

 f ̂ E . The ̂ E SAO functions as a major agent for diabatic heating to develop the
SAO ˆ E mode.
(2) Transient activity is modulated by the SAO ˆ E mode in such a way that the feedback
interaction of this transient activity with the SAO ˆ E serves to strengthen the
development of the SAO ˆ E mode.
The ̂ E SAO mode in the tropics is more or less generated by diabatic heating,
but is developed in the middle-high latitudes in roughly equal measures both by diabatic
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heating and sensible heat advection. For the latter region, the response of the ̂ E SAO
mode to both diabatic heating and sensible heat advection exhibited a clear north-south
differentiation caused by the land-ocean thermal contrast between the land mass of
Siberia and Alaska, and the North Pacific Ocean. This north-south differentiation of the

ˆ E SAO mode is basically a response of the atmospheric rotational flow to the northsouth land-ocean thermal contrast through the ̂ E SAO mode. Linked to the Arctic
Ocean through the Greenland Sea and the Norwegian Sea, the North Atlantic lacks the
north-south land-ocean thermal contrast. Consequently, the ˆ E SAO does not exist over
the North Atlantic.
It was shown in terms of the streamfunction budget contributed by the monthlymean and transient modes that the transient activity is modulated by the SAO mode in
such a way as to have its "midwinter suppression" in December.

The feedback

interaction of this transient activity with the SAO ˆ E mode collaborates with the
monthly-mean mode to generate a cyclonic ˆ E anomaly over the North Pacific and the
weakening of the midlatitude maximum westerlies during January. The feedback effect
of the convergence of transient heat and water vapor fluxes also weaken the SAO ̂ E and
Ŵ E mode in January. Apparently, the "midwinter suppression" of the transient activity is

a precursor to the weakening (strengthening) of the SAO in January/July (April/October).
4. Future Studies
In this study, we already studied the following topics: 1) the impact of
summertime polar region short-wave teleconnection on high-latitude wildfire; 2) impact
of the wintertime North Pacific short-wave teleconnection on cyclone activity, cold air
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outbreaks, and blizzards in North America; and 3) the impact of semiannual oscillation
on the North Pacific “midwinter suppression”. There are still some topics and future
studies that can be extended from this work.
a. Summer
From this study, we know that the summertime polar region short-wave train can
have an impact on the wet/dry conditions in the Arctic polar region. More understanding
of the interannual variation of the eastward propagation of anomalous circulation in the
polar region and its effect on rainfall and wildfires will be discussed in Chen et al. (2012).
The results of these studies will be helpful in understanding the mechanism of the
eastward propagation to cause floods/wildfires or wetness/drought in the polar region. It
will be helpful for seasonal forecasting of wildfires in the boreal forest.
According to this study, water vapor transfer by East Asian monsoons has an
impact on wetness/drought in eastern Siberia, but very few studies have discussed
monsoons in Manchuria and eastern Siberia. Hence, it is important to know how East
Asia monsoons affect the wetness/drought conditions and wildfires in eastern Siberia. It
is likely that understanding the East Asia summer monsoons and Manchuria monsoons
will be helpful in solving this mystery.
The subtropical anticyclone in the northeast Pacific Ocean creates southwesterly
wind brought with moisture to Alaska. It is unknown whether interannual variation in this
subtropical anticyclone will affect wildfires in Alaska. If there is an interannual variation
in this subtropical anticyclone, how this interannual variation works with the interannual
eastward propagation in the polar region to affect wildfires in Alaska is another unknown.
Some studies show that the LLJ in North America can carry moisture from the
Gulf of Mexico to the Mackenzie River region. The LLJ has interannual variation, as
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when a stronger LLJ in 1993, 2008, and 2010 caused flooding in the Midwest and when a
weaker LLJ in 1988 caused drought in the Midwest. It is important to know whether the
moisture carried by the LLJ into the Mackenzie River region was also affected. Then, we
can determine the possible affect of wet/drought conditions in the Mackenzie River
region caused by the LLJ.
b. Winter
This study shows the impact of the wintertime short-wave teleconnection on both
sides of the North Pacific Ocean. Since most climate simulations have concentrated
primarily on the central equatorial Pacific forcing and the atmospheric response in the
downstream over North America, no attention has been paid to the possible impact on the
North American climate system from the western tropical Pacific SST anomalies through
the North Pacific short-wave train. In view of the climate significance of this short-wave
train, these concerns need to be considered in the future development of global climate
models.
The "Pacific Decadal Oscillation" (PDO) is a long-lived El Niño-like pattern of
Pacific climate variability. While the two climate oscillations have similar spatial climate
fingerprints, they have very different behavior in time. Fisheries scientist Steven Hare
coined the term "Pacific Decadal Oscillation" (PDO) in 1996 while researching
connections between Alaska salmon production cycles and Pacific climate. PDO is most
visible in the North Pacific/North American sector, while secondary signatures exist in
the tropics. Chen et al. (1996) showed interdecadal variation in the western U.S.
circulation and its impact on the U.S. Pacific coast precipitation. Chen et al. (1992)
studied the interdecal change of the circulation in the North Pacific Ocean. The longwave region has a symmetry change. The PDO primarily affects the North Pacific region;
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its effects can be felt near the equator. A positive, or warm-phase, PDO produces climate
and circulation patterns that are very similar to those of El Niño. Likewise, a negative, or
cool-phase, PDO produces climate and circulation patterns similar to those of La Niña
(Gershunov and Barnett, 1998). The forcing of the PDO by the sea surface temperature is
similar to the ENSO (Newman et al. 2003). The decadal variation of the sea surface
temperature drives the PDO. This decal variation of the sea surface temperature also
happens in the Western Tropical Pacific Ocean. Since a change in temperature in the
Western Tropical Pacific can produce short-wave teleconnection across the North Pacific
Ocean. The decadal variation in the Western Tropical Pacific sea surface temperature
might produce short-wave teleconnection in the decadal scale. This should be examined
to understand whether the cross-Pacific short-wave teleconnection has a role in the PDO.
c. Semiannual
According to this study, the monthly-mean semiannual oscillation modulate
transient/storm activity and precipitation in the North Pacific Ocean.

The transient

activity has feedback to the monthly-mean field. The significant error of the seasonal
cycle of global zonal winds is common in general circulation model (GCM) simulations.
These errors can be particularly severe in the semiannual harmonic (Weickmann and
Chervin 1988). To reduce such errors in climate simulations, a better understanding of
the semiannual cycle would clearly be beneficial. The results of this study can be used to
verify the semiannual oscillation of model output.
Aside from the “midwinter suppression” in the North Pacific Ocean, we do not
know whether the tropical areas and the Southern Hemisphere have the same phenomena
as the Northern Hemisphere. This issue needs to be explored. Second, Nakamura (1992)
mentioned that there is no “midwinter suppression” in the Atlantic Ocean because the
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speed of upper-level jet stream is weaker. Since the semiannual cycle can be used to
explain the “midwinter suppression”, it might be able to explain this. The difference
between the semiannual cycle in the Pacific Ocean and that of the Atlantic Ocean needs
to be studied.
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